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E-ECS offers industrial
master's degree plan
By

Darrel

Tarasewicz

In a major departure from traditional graduate engineering education, the department of electrical engineering and computer science
next year will begin an experimental master's degree program -- a
two-year program in which graduate students will spend half their
time working in industry, according to William M. Siebert '46, professor of electrical engineering and a member of the EECS Undergraduate Policy Committee.
The program - currently open to applications by all MIT seniors
except those in the Vl-A Internship Program - will admit 25 to 50
students.
During the academic year, students will work part-time for Bostonarea research and engineering companies while the companies pay for
the students' tuition and provide them with half the normal starting
salary. The program is specifically geared toward training students
who want to pursue careers in industry rather than academic research,
Siebert said.
The EECS department will offer the new program alongside its existing VI-A Internship Program. Students in the Vl-A program work
for an industrial company after their sophomore and junior years,
V. Michael Bove/The Tech
and, if accepted to the VI-A master's degree program, complete a
Aaaghh! Once again, hackers rechristened_I-~~-~~~~"Starvin' Marvin's" this weekend.
-- .~~~~~~~~--~~~~~
I combined bachelor--nraster's thesis at the company. But companies in
the Vl-A program generally do not pay for their students' tuition.
Siebert expects that the program will increase the number of graduate students in the department. "As a result, the GPA [grade point
By Seth G;ordon
Former State Representative
it wanted, King said. He declared average] standards won't be as rigid. Those students that might have
Fifty people attended a protest Melvin H. King, who is also ad- it "immoral" for MIT not to use not gotten in before will be able to get in now," he said.
Sunday night in support of "Tent junct professor of urban studies,
Professor Joel Moses PhD '67, head of the EECS department,
its resources to help people in
Cityn"
a group of homeless told the Sunday night gathering
could not be reached for comment yesterday.
need.
people camped out on MIT prop- of the importance of what the
William Cavellini, head of the
Four years not enough
erty near Central Square. About homeless are doing. "We put a Simplex Steering Committee,
to
produce an engineer
thirty of the protesters - home- lot of our genius to work on
charged that MIT had violated
less people, students, and other weapons of destruction," he ob- Cambridge rent control ordiSiebert foresees the future of engineering education having the unmembers of the MIT community served, but the homeless are
dergraduate
years reserved for a liberal, broad education of the enginances by keeping its Blanche
- slept overnight in Lobby 7.
neer.
"That
way graduate study irn engineering would be just like
showing MIT that it needs to
Street properties empty for severThe protesters called on MIT work on "fundamental human
al years. Under the ordinances, a medical school - an incredibly intense, hardcore professional training
experience," he said.
to donate three houses at 46, 52 needs."
rent-controlled building can be
This program would be the first step. toward establishing true proand 56 Blanche Street to the
M9IIT could put the buildings,
vacant for only four months, he
homeless. The homeless people which are now unoccupied, "oon
said. The SSC has filed com- fessional schools for engineering, Siebert said. In trying to traili an
undergraduate- to become a practicing engineer in four years, many
are currently occupying an MIT-- the_ rcqll,;Jslta
matter sxf. hous iSf
- (Please-turr to page 18)
ownedaIt
near the houses. They
MPlease-turn to page 8)
have been there ever since the
Simplex Steering Committee, a
community group opposed to
MIT development in the area,
staged a "tent city" protest on
h.TOct. 4-fight which. lbrbkW out tween-Stjianos'P3fataki
the weekend of Oct. 17.
By Wayne Wu
-'8&
aiand BTho66U6., Daoi88- hahs been 'sent to the.,Cmnir'1fe -on
After the protest ended, the
The Committee on the FirstD~iple,
i;sordin'g ,Wd-,hmes- R.<
XTewhiey, wasscite, dean fbk,,
homeless group continued to live Year Program has begun an insttident affairs.
on the property in tents donated vestigation of possible changes in
igfh bfo6 biit wheh,''Dorf allegedly canme td' ,Baerby demonstrators.
the freshman year, including- the
H44se. to. confront Platktis. Dorf believed Plataka!s hiad been
The homeless group - who re- status of pass-fail grading, acc persistets in asking 'ennifer L. Jablonski '91 out for a,
fer to their encampment as "Tent cording to Kenneth R. Manning,
- ate, and Platakis-,
w fs pushed,: Out -a windi
vi
It}
n'wthe ensiuig.
City, USA" - distributed a peti- chairman of the committee.
tion Sunday night asking the
The committee, which was esconc'lelln:Nien
^ie
S `the'iei
in
And&-.
Cambridge City Council to turn tablished at the end of the last
uided, that the assault 'ehbarge
be sent'w ththe COD," TtWh.-il
.over the houses to the homeless academic year by Dean for Un. .He coed
-deaat theDean's-OFfide was stiTl Bossiu'rvs SiU'umwbat-t*_to_.
by eminent domain.
dergraduate Education, Margaret
do ia~it.,,the', sexual harassmentchae -~ho"th
J3#4bI43-.m
.
The council last week called on L. A. MacVicar '65, will also expus ;agrmys- Pl>wz,
. . i '
·
MIT to refrain from taking ac- amine the Independent Activities
.'Tew-hey
t
61o5nd-t
Be
k-er Hious
ermttion against "Tent City" until an Period, the present limit on a
.iltt
*
-r~o'ifet6
i 0eu
artcf
arytkuW oberest 7Bakeils
agreement can be reached be- freshman's course load, core reprivyate Paty
Sthat,)rngt,
IM
-i't.in,
A~ ii m et -A
Lisette W. Lambregts/The Tech
tween the homeless and MIT. At quirements, and advanced place4i ~
" -ok
'ts`ft~'d '
aU &%Aaier`,ts .F
Chairman of The Committee
a public hearing on the situation ment credits.
_yP
fM
+r
F
_
_
on the First Year Program,
last night, a few dozen of the
:~n':th
rsd~f~~~:~ ~ PW~~9~·
41r~:~F~LSS:An
U
~~
No specific proposals have
Kennleth R-. Manning.
homeless, activists, and social been made because the commitworkers spoke before the council tee's study is only in its early
in support of "Tent City." The stages, Manning said. The comcouncil then resolved to negotiate mittee has eight members, one of
with MIT about the fate of the whom is a student.
I learned a lot . . . that's actually and their children on a specific
encampment.
one role of the competition - to
"The ultimate goal of lof the
residential site in Roxbury. The
MIT has decided on no firm
broaden the public's knowledge
committee] is to effect positive
students were required to design
course of action yet, said Wailer change in the Institute," stressed
By Paula Maute,
of the problem of housing the
12 single-family apartments with
L. Milne, assistant to the chair- Professor James Munkres, a
A team of four MIT graduate homeless.".
two to four bedrooms accommoman of the MIT Corporation. member of the committee.
students in architecture has won
'The competition was a great dating up to 32 children.
MIT has been in contact with-city. "We're not thinking of turning -a regional competition for de- opportunity to work with other
The design was required to ingovernment, but the city has everything upside down."
signing a multi-family housing shelter providers and architects in clude office space for the promade no direct appeal to it, -he
Manning emphasized that the project for homeless women and the homeless field," agreed Mon- gram's social service staff, who
said.
children.
gold, who worked on low-income would assist the homeless women
discussions on pass-fail are very
The competition, entitled "The housing rehabilitation in'Roxbury in finding permanent housing and
preliminary,
and that no proposKing calls MIT
Search for Shelter," was spon- before coming to MIT's Design establishing themselves financialals have been miade.
actions "immoral"
sored -on Nov. 5 by the Boston and Housing Program.
(Please turn to page 83
ly. Common rooms - a living
Society of Architects, and was
Mongold was pleased that sin- room, kitchen, laundry, library,
part of a national design contest gle mothers were the focus of the workshop, and children's room
held in over 20 major American
design competition. Single moth- to be shared by the 12 famcities.
ers have a particularly hard time ilies, were another requirement
The MIT chaplains will be holding a "Memorial Service for
Neaf J. Mongold G. Daniel J.
finding housing in Boston, be- for the design model. The comthose Students who have Died this Year and for Us the SurviGlenn G. Pablo H. Luna G. and cause landlords often discrimi- mon rooms would enable the
vors" on Thursday, Nov. 19, according to Rabbi Daniel Shevitz.
Laura G. Spark G competed
nate against families with chil- families to get together and funcJefey Liebman '88, Kent Anderson G, and Thomas Trobaugh
against eight other Boston-based
dren, Mongold said. And, "it's tion as an interdependent comG died this term; all three were apparent suicides. In addition,
teams from Wentworth College more dangerous for women to munity and provide emotional
two former students, Sam Amponsah SM '79 and Melanie Amlive out on the street because support to one another.
of Design and Construction, the
ponsah, and their infant daughter were found dead; the cause
Boston Architectural Center, and
they're more likely to be abused
Eventually, the model site
of their deaths is unknown. The service will take place in Lobby
MIT.
out there," he added.
would
be transformed into an
7 at 7:00 pm and is open to the MIT community. The chaplains
"It was a tremendous opportuCompetition guidelines called apartment cooperative managed
and the chairman of the MIT Corporation, David S. Saxon '41,
nity to work with homeless isfor the design of a transitional by the residents, and the comwill address the gathering.
sues," Glenn said. "1 hadn't
housing facility for twelve home- mon rooms would be used as
worked with the issue before and
less or close-to-homeless women
(Please turn to page 19)
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Lobby 7 sleep-in supports Tent City

First year, conrnittee
investigates pass-fail

Af71*,

Four students win design contest for homeless
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Reporter's Notebook
Bya D~aniel J. Glennl
in the department of
Daniel J. Glen Cn satent
architecture. He recentlv returned from his third trip to
Nicaragua where he worked as a volunteer architect for
five months. Today's article is the fifth in a seriesfor The
Tech relating his experiences.
I woke early one Sunday morning, my head still aching
from a night of Flor de Cana and pineapple juice with
friends at the local cantina in El Sauce, Nicaraguan My

called
friends were members of a theater cooperative
and musicians
Jjyocoyanl -

ralnf ;\ e vnilnc notnn;
oi youusg aktuib alt
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from Leon, Nicarageua's second largest city. As I struggled
to my feet, they were loading up a jeep, preparing for a
trip into the mountains to perform. I appeared to be the
only one showing any sign of weariness from our late
night carrousing. They asked if I'd like to join them son
their trip, and I couldn't pass up a chance to see their

I

-

-

am1n$

the furniture out of the living room and building rows of
makeshift wooden pews. At the head of the room they
build an altar; this one was of pine branches and flowers,
During those nine days family and friends come together
and pray and talk.
I've been to many Novena Dias and funerals in Nicaragua. With 30,000 deaths since the beginning of the contra
war, they are hard to avoid in that tiny country of 3 milslammed on the brakes and everyone took off after the
50,000 had died during the insurrecescaped pig. When we reached a meadow high above the lion people. Another
tion against the dictator Sornoza. This Novena Dia wasroad, the chancha was nowhere in sight.
for a young soldier, twenty-three years of age, killed in
As we searched among the pine trees I was overcombat in the nearby mountains of Achuapa. At the
whelmed by the beauty of those mountains. I felt strange- time, I was also 23, bringing the death much closer to
ly at home there, as though I was back in the mountains i home.
The dozens of mourners at the wake seemed happy to
i
have this group of musicians there to play for them. And
my presence, a citizen of the country that trained and

Our next stop was even stranger. An ancient couple was
into
walking along the same road a few kilometers higher
the mountains. This time they had a huge she-pig leashed
with a rope around her neck. As our jeep approached, the
old man tried to pull the pig out of our way, but it
wouldn't budge. In his attempt the rope came off the pig
and it bolted up the side of the mountain. The driver

I

·

__--

of Montana.
One fellow finally caught the pig, shouting his triumphant message to us. We returned to the jeep and the old
couple, with their valuable possession between them,
continued down the road.
Manav kilometers further up the road, we stopped the
jeep and hiked the final leg of our journey. We were accompanied by 3 or 4 local militia men and more machine
guns since the US-backed contra army lurked about in
those mountains. Our destination, as it turned out, was a
Novena Dia (Ninth Day) ceremony. In Nicaragua, there is
a custom of a nine-day wake for the dead. The family of
the deceased makes their home into a church, clearing all
-

-

supplied the murderer of their son, did not anger them. In
fact, they made me feel very welcome. The people in
Nicaragua tend not to blame the American people for the
war, they blame only our government. We shared in the
traditional Indian dish, nacatamale,a delicious mixture of
moist bread and pork.
After the meal I joined the musicians and a few of our
hosts at a secretive drinking of cuculso, the canipesino
corn whiskey. They told me that during the time of the
dictator, this corn whiskey was illegal as it cut into the
profits of Somoza's distilleries. Many campiesinos were executed or Jailed for producing it. We were secretive, not
out fear of authorities, but because we didn't want everyone drinking and disrupting the wake.
I spent the rest of my time drawing and photographing
the people and the mountains. Later IFjoined in with the
final solemn gathering in front of the altar. As the people
were singing and praying I thought of Reagan grinning on
TV with Adolfo Calero and Arturo Cruz, each with'a Tshirt proclaiming 'I'm a contra too!" I wondered how
many Novena Dias they'd attended since the war began.
On our journey, back down the mountain, we came to
another stop along the road. This time the reason was a
bit more serious: a man in fatigues ran across the road in
front of us. Alfonso, the Sandinista official, grabbed the
AK47 I was holding in my lap and he, along with all my
guitarists friends, clicked their machine guns into automatic and dropped a shell into the chambers. Two of
them climbed out of the jeep and walked slowly into the
woods. As we waited in the back of that jeep I really
thought that this might be it. After a few tense moments
they came back out of the woods, a drunk camlpesino in
fatigues between them. The machine-guns went back on
safety and we continued down the road.
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The people in Nicaragua tend
not to blame the American
people for the war, they blame
only our government.

We squeezed into the back of the jeep: four musicians,
a local Sandinista official (it was his jeep), three guitars,
four machine guns, and one hung-over gringo (me). I rea!ly had no idea where we were headed, other than somnewhere in the nearby mountains.
The trip was tremendous. We bumped along a mountain road like the logging roads of my native Montana but worse. We drove slowly, stopping a number of times
for the strangest reasons; sometimes I imagined the Italian director Frederico Fellini must have been hiding in the
trees with his camera, directing another absurdist film.

The first time we stopped because an old mountain
woman was hobbling along in the middle of the narrow,
rocky road. She didn't veer an inch coff her path as we
drove up behind her. Alfreds, tile lead musicians hopped
out and carefully approached the toothless old campesina,
As he touched her shoulder she whirled around with her
cane held high; Alfredo iust missed her blow. She hissed
at him like an alley cat as he ran back to the safety of the
jeep. We took off once again, slowly edging around her as
she held her ground in the middle of the road. "Loca,"
we all said.
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VVith 30,000 deaths since the
beginning of the contra war, they
are hard to avoid in that tiny
country of 3 million people.
Another 50,000 had died
during the insurrection against
the dictator Somoza . . . At
the time, I was also 23, bringing
the death much closer to
home.
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Today's catch is Boston Schrodgi Tomorrow itcould be
Atlantic scalllops or jumlbo shrimpg. The duckling in
raspberry sauce isalso quite a catch. Or how does a hearty
deli sandwich with somnething from the bar sound? Well,
no mat~ter whatL you'choose, -it'll be served he original
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Reagan warns Wright or. Niciaagua

Beirut bombings blamed on Christians

House Speaker James Wright (D-TX) and President
Reagan discussed Central America yesterday - and both
men are apparently holding their ground. A presidential
spokesman said Reagan expressed his concern over
Wright's involvement in the regional peace process and
warned against members of Congress entering into discussions with foreign leaders. But Wright told reporters after
the meeting that he will continue to have an "open door"
to both sides in the conflict. Wright faced some criticism
for his meeting last week with Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega.

Ethiopian rebels accused of
endangering relief efforts

@B

Bishops denounce IRA
Ireland's Roman Catholic bishops told their congregations Sunday they shouldn't have anything to do with the
outlawed Irish Republican Army - responsible for a
bombing in Northern Ireland that killed eleven civilians a
week ago. Across Ireland today, churchgoers mourned
those who died in the Enniskillen blast while radio, TV,
and bus services came to a standstill for a minute of silence in memory of those who died.

Exxona

The chief arms negotiator for the United States said
Sunday both he and his Soviet counterpart are determined
to complete a missile treaty in time for next month's superpower summit. However, Max Kampelman also said
there are still a few points that need to be cleared up on
the intermediate-range nuclear missile deal. It is hoped
the signing of a treaty eliminating the missiles will be the
centerpiece of a December meeting between President
Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev.

Continental crash kills 26
A Continental Airlines spokesman said the jetliner that
crashed Sunday in Denver had been de-iced less than 30
minutes before it tried to take off in a snow storm. Bruce
Hicks said the airline's reports indicate that the ill-fated
plane first tilted left, then right - with the right wing
catching and turning the craft over. The resulting breakup
killed 26 people. But most of the passengers survived. The
pilot and first officer were among those killed.

Siimon, Dole lead in lowa
US Sen. Paul Simon (DJ-IL) is the favorite, presidential
candidate of Iowa Democrats, a poll conducted by The
Des Moines Register has found. Massachusetts bov. Michael S. Dukcakis (D)) is second and the former Iowa
front-runner, US Rep. Richard Gephardt (D-MQ), has
fallen to third. On the Republican side, Vice President
George Bush trails US Sen. Robert D~ole (RL-KS) by a slim
margin. Other Republicans are well behind. Dole said the
poll confirms his feeling that there are only two real contenders.

Budget negotiators struggle
to meet Friday deadline
US Sen. Robert Packwood (R-OR) said congressional
and administration negotiators are "about a week and $2
bil'lion short" of reaching agreement. Deficit-cutting talkss
resumed yesterday in Washington, but a Friday deadline is
breathing down the necks of negotiators. If they don't
agree on a plan by Friday, the Gramm-Rudman-Hollinlgs
balanced budget law will force automatic spending cuts.

.AUF~il

~

The government of North Yemen announced Sunday
that it is resuming diplomatic relations with Egypt. North
Yemen becomes the fifth Arab country to re-establish ties
with Cairo within the past week. Egypt was ostracized by
other Arab nations when it concluded a peace treaty with
Israel eight years ago.

O'Neill prepares for surgery

did not know of
diversion, panels concludes

Former US House Speaker Thomas P. (Tip? O'Neill'ss
Outlook is "very favorable," according to his doctor. O'Neill faces cancer surgery this week. A polyp-like cancer
was found on the lower six inches of O'Neill's bowel and
he'll be operated on Wednesday for rectal cancer.

The Iran-contra investigating committees reportedly
have concluded President Reagan did not know about diversion of Iranian arms sale monies to the contras. But a
Senate committee source said the panzel's report, due out
tomorrow, will accuse the President of failing to see that
laws are "faithfully executed." US Rep. William Broomfield (R-MI), a member of the House committee, said the
possibility cannot be ruled out that some former Administrationp officials broke the law.

a-

Train service restored after crash
The Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority announced that commuter rail service from southwest of
Boston is back to normal as of yesterday morning. It has
been restricted since the rear-end collision last week that
involved two seven-car trains from Attleboro. More than
a hundred passengers were injured. Most were released
after emergency treatment and five were hospitalized over
night. Federal investigators said the accident may have
been caused by a faulty signal light.

Cocaine kingpin goes on trial
Opening arguments began yesterday in Jacksonville, FL
in the trial of accused drug kingpin Carlos Lehder Rivas.
Lehder is alleged to be the leader of the Colombian Medellin cartel, which federal officials say is responsible for
80 percent of the cocain smuggled into the United States.
A federal prosecutor said Lehder set out to be "the king
of cocaine -transportation."

Caourt opens Agent

Dartmouth to seek more women

Orange files

Trustees at Dartmouth College in Hanover, INH, have
endorsed a call by the scho:ol's president to seek more
women undergraduates. The trustees said the effort won't
mean changing the school's policy of not considering gender or financial need in the admissions process. Last
month, President James Freedman told the faculty the
current imbl~aance between men and women wasn't
healthy for the college's intellectual and social life. Women now account for 39 percent of Dartmouth's 4100} women.

The Supreme Court yesterday let stand a lower court
ruling opening sealed chemical company documents in an
"Agent Orange" case settled out of court. The Vietnam
Veterans of America said it will have experts go through
the documents searching for evidence the Pentagon and
chemical companies had early knowledge of the herbicide's potential health risks. The group believes that may
help veterans get compensation from the federal government.

Hulnt hearing open to public
Nelson and Bunker Hunt failed in a bid yesterday to
keep the public out of a hearing to determine whether
they illegally manipulated world silver markets seven years
ago. The Texas brothers face up to $80 million in damages and may be barred from commodities trading if
found guilty The Hunts lost many times that amount at least $1.3 billion - in the 1980 silver crash.

By Leigh Rubin

k~l

INlorth Yemen resumes ties to Egypt

Kenyan authorities shut down the University of Nairobi
yesterday after riot police roved through dormitories,
smashing doors and beating students. Police were sent
into the campus to quash a second day of riots following
the arrest of seven student leaders. President Daniel Arap
Moi accused the rioters of joining with conservatives in
the white minority who "want to destroy the black man."
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tanker attacked in Gulf

Kenyan police beat students
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The chief of United Nations relief efforts in northern
Ethiopia said yesterday that rebel attacks are endangering
the pipeline for the food that means survival for tens of
thousands of driought victims. Michael Priestley said the
ground attacks are forcing the relief workers to make expensive emergency airlifts in the next couple of months to
Tigray, where one million people face starvation.

A US-owned supertanker was among four ships reportedly attacked by Iranian speedboats in the Persian Gulf.
Shipping officials said three of the raids occured in daylight yesterday and another attack took place early Sunday. The US tanker is owned by Exxon Corporation,
which said five rockets hit the vessel but the damage appeared to be minimal.

INF treaty should be ready for summit

Rubes'

Druse leader Valid Jumblatt is accusing right-wing
Christians for recent bombings at the American universlty Hospital in Beirut and at the Beirut Airport. Jumblatt
said the day will come to "settle scores." The bombings
killed 13 and wounded more than 100.

Bernardin criticizes schooc

<

Warm, wet weather ahead
With a ridge of high pressure positioned over our
I
we can expect warm weather to continue for
region,
I next couple of days. By tonight, however, the
the
southerly airflow will be bringing air which is moist
as well as warm. Thus tonight and tomorrow
conditions will be cloudy with showers possible.
Cooler and drier air will return to our region by
Thursday as a cold front pushes through our

linics

American Roman Catholic bishops began their annual
meeting yesterday, in Washington with a call from one of
their leaders to step up their battle against public health
school clinics -that provide contraceptives and abortion
counseling. Chicago's Joseph Cardinal Bernardin declared
such clinics "part of the problem rather than the key to a
solution.

I -G3R~ESALER\I~HVSIPST

region.

Today: Sunny skies will give way to increasing

cloudiness by afternoon. High temperatures will
be 60-65°F (15-181C) and southerly winds will
increase to 15-20 mph (24-32 kph).
Tonight: Mostly cloudy with showers developing by
morning. Low temperatures will be near 50 F
(IOC) and the strong southerly flow will
continue.
Wednesday: Continued cloudy with showers. Highs
again 60-65 F (15-18'C).
Thursday: Clearing skies and cooler temperatures.
t-a
-~-_&
Highs 50-55°F (10-13'C:).
Forecast by Robed Black

Robertson's CBN faces money problems

With founder Pat Robertson on the campaign trail, the
Christian, Broadcasting Network is encountering financial
difficulties. Tim Robertson, who was left in charge when
his father began his campaign for president, said 145 jobs
are being eliminated. it is the third layoff this year at
CBN. The younger Robertson said more than 40 percent
_3
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^DesCWjvitz has the
tight to an open,
pubic
i

hearing

Nine months after challenging the MIT Policy on Sexuaally
Explicit Films by presenting an X-rated film on Registration
Day, Adam Dershowitz '89 will today be the subject of a hearing before the Committee on Discipline.
Dershowitz's initial violation was intended to shine light on
controversy over the policy. By pressing charges against him,
Associate Dean for Student Affairs James R. Tewhey passed
the burden of enforcement of the policy - as well as the focus
of attention - from the Office of the Dean for Student Affairs
to the COD. Now, the COD is forced to make a decision which
Tewhey said may affect the policy. Not surprisingly, the Committee is also trying to avoid publicizing the issue.
Dershowitz wrote to the Committee last month requesting an
open hearing. The only reason a COD hearing should be
closed, he argued, is to ensure the privacy of the defendant.
But even when Dershowitz said he waived this right, the COD
still refused to make the hearing public.
The COD must be aware that its decision will carry the
weight of an administration statement on the pornography
policy, and that such a decision deserves the attention and scrutiny of the entire community. The COD should recognize the
inherent problems with the pornography policy and drop all
charges against Dershowitz, and it should move to make its
deliberations open to the public.
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Is America a nation of cultural
idiots? Looking around at the
way people entertain themselves,
it is hard not to come to that
conclusion.
A friend and I travelled across
the South for a couple weeks this
past summer. Our ultimate destination was Nashville, TN - a
pilgrimmage to the mecca of
pickup trucks and gun racks,
monstrous mobile homes, and
crass country commercialism. We
wanted to find the very essence of
idiocy, and we were not disappointed.
Upon arriving in Nashville we
asked where we should go to see
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al rigor. The onus of proof is on
he who asserts the positive. You
assert that some MIT students do
things "mostly because other
people are doing so." Quite a
bold assertion, and you offer no
evidence to support it. Personally, I find this assertion insulting.
Please, speak for yourselves and
do not project your psychology
into the minds of the rest of the
student body.
You assert that some students
taking academic courses satisfying Institute or departmental requirements during IAP will
somehow interfere with those
,'who need IAP to release stress
and to get involved in activities
outside of academics." Once
again you offer no support for an
assertion which is 'far from selfevident. IAP courses. should be
innocent until proven guilty.
Sure, IAP courses will become
tremendously popular. You assert
that this popularity woluld be
harmful; now prove if.
The level of your argumentation disappoints me, but your
suggestions make me irate. The
implications of your statement
are clear -the Institute should
consider limiting the options of
the entire student body because a

weak-minded few cannot take
charge of their own lives.
The suggestion that the choices
of the able should be restrained
to alleviate the guilt of secondhanders flies in the face of justice. The Institute should help
students struggling with the pressure and stress of MIT, and perhaps you can join it in this task.
However, such help cannot come
at the expense of the rest of the
student body. This is common
sense; inflicting the healthy with
disease never cured the ill - restraining the able will not benefit
those who need help.
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I do not need you to save me
from myself; 1 would appreciate
it if you would keep your insulting paternalistic attitude to yourselves. I hope the Institute will ignore you and the UA- I hope
that instead it will choose to expand the intellectual opportunities available to students during
IAP and at the same time seek
the proper means of alleviating
the situation of students unable
to deal with the presures of MIT.
Raymie Stata, a sophomore in
the department of electrical engineering and computer science, is
a sreorterfor The Tech.
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We understandthat there
are some students who
would like more academic

Due to the competitive
nature of the student body,
eventually there will be a
number of students who
will end up taking courses
mostly because other people are doing so. The community must be carefil not
to erert additional presure
on students that are already having a hard time
coping with MIT ... The
Institute should think twice
before offering courses during 1AP that satisfy Institute or departmental re-.
quirements.
Your statement lacks intellectu-
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ing IARP
However, there
are also some students who
need 1AP to release stress
and to get involved in ac-
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directed to an area in the heart of
the city that serves as a magnet
for the country-and-western tourist. Side by side on one block
they lay before us - The Elvis
Presley Museum and Gift Shop,
The Hank Williams Jr. Museum
and Gift Shop, The Alabaina
Gift Shop, Barbara Mandrell's
One Hour Photo, and Conway
Twitty's Twitty City. Here was
the place for overweight middleaged people from Plurmerville,
.AR, who drive hundreds of miles
in their RVs to spend their hardearned money on Elvis dinnerware.
Later on our trip we passed a
campground for recreational ve-

hicles near Myrtle Beach, SC.
Hundreds of Rts were packed so
closely together that there was
just enough room in between for.
the doors to open. These people
wait all year for their two weeks
of vacation, and how do they
spend it? They pack themselves
into a "campground" more

densely populated than a New
York tenement block, sit outside
on lawnchairs, and watch televi:
sion.
Vacationing idiots are idiots
back home as well. What passes
for news in Boston? The week
before the stock market plunge,
(Please turn to page 5)

Column/K.J . Saeger

Rieagan must lead or be
considered a lamne duck
If you are a football coach and
your team is winning by one,
maybe two, touchdowns with
8:45 left in the fourth quarter,
what game plan do you employ?
You can either play defensively
and try to protect your advantage, or you can continue to play
aggressively and attempt to extend your lead. I prefer the latter
choice, because 8:45 is a lot of
time in a sixty-minute game, just
as fourteen months is a good
proportion of an eight-year
presidential term.
Overall, President Reagan's
two terms in office have been
wildly successful. For the first
time in my life, with the exception of a few brilliant moments
courtesy of NASA, citizens can

feel good about the United
States. Beginning with the victory
of the US hockey team over the
Soviets in the 1980 Winter Olympics and the stirring chants of
"USA, USA," the national mood
began to change. Historians will
decide later whether Reagan only
rode upon this new tide of patriotism or whether he nurtured
it, helping it grow to the great
heights it has. I believe that no
interpretation will be entirely correct. This man and the time in
which he served are inextricable.
But now the heydays are in
danger. For some strange reason,
The Great Communicator has deserted us, and we are left with an
administration on the defensive.
.

(Please turn to page 5)
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Americans seems ullwililg to engage in critical thinlkling
(Continuedfrom page 4)
while the market was showing extreme volatility, when the world
was waiting to see how President
Reagan would react to the Iranian attack on an Americanregistered ship, the top story on
the evening local news was a
baby trapped in a well in Texas.
All the media's "crisis" tech-

niques were rolled out. The child
became "Baby

Jessie,"

local

medical experts were brought
into the studio to display charts
illustrating the effects of dehydration, and the anchorman assured
the viewers they would be informed of developments throughout the evening.
We may have been on the brink
of another Great Depression, or
a war erupting between the United States and Iran, but all we
cared about was how Baby Jessie
was doing in her hole in Texas.
It is frightening to see how
blindly people accept the messages being forced down their
throats by advertisers. On a bus I
rode last week was a group of

people coming back from a Bud
Light harbor cruise. They were
wearing Spuds MacKenzie shirts
and carrying Spuds MacKenzie
mugs; one of the young men kept
saying, "Spuds took care of us
tonight."
They accepted this marketing
creation as a legitimate cultural
figure, mouthing the words Anheuser Busch put into their heads
like- brainwashed zombies.
-American culture is less created
by artists than by marketers.
Screenplays for Hollywood
movies are the final creation not
of single writers but of committees of executives, who try to ensure that their movies will satisfy
their target audience. They treat
the production of a movie as they
would the creation of a new
brand of laundry detergent.
As a result, most popular
American movies are incoherent
jurnbles of the images and characters that marketing studies
have shown to be appealing to
audiences. Moviegoers don't care
if nothing makes sense, as long

as they are fed enough sex and
violence, with career women who
are strong and independent yet
relationship-oriented and sexy,
with shots no longer than the
three-second attention span,
right?
I have an image of the way Beverly Hills Cop 1I was createda group of executives sitting
around a conference table:
"We need to put in more sex."
"How can we put in dozens of

beautiful women inbikinis?"
"I know! We'll have Eddlie
Murphy go to the Playbhoy Mansion!t "

But it was a given that Beverly
Hills Cop II would be the lowest
form of mass market trash. It becomes tragic when one considers
the case of such a creative film as
Terry Gilliam's Brazil. The movie
company was refusing to release
the film for full distribution, de-

manding that the ending be
changed to a happy one. Imagine
if George Orwell's editor had told

overthrows the government in the
end? Only the acclaim given Brazil by the Los Angeles Film Critics Association saved it from
such a fate.
Not that Americans are more
idiotic than anyone else. As revolting as rednecks in pickup
trucks are quiche-eaters in
BMWs, convinced that "European" connotes chic sophistication. While these would-be cosmopolitans drop impressive
French phrases into their vocabulary, much of Europe looks to
America for leadership in the
arts, popular fashion, and entertainment.
America has dominated the
arts for much of the twentieth
century, and not because of imperialism or cultural hegemony, as
is claimed by some Europeans
upset because their centuries of
world domination have come to a
close. The energy, ambition, and

lished unless Winston Smith
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These replacements must also
Bush should be sure to take Baker on the campaign trail with deal with the Pearl Harbor Day
him. Next to Baker, Bush looks disarmament talks, important
like a cross between Rambo and budget negotiations, and the
democratization of Nicaragua.
the Terminator.
These are all issues worthy of a
capable
less
These apparently
individuals are left with some im- good fight. The malaise now
administration is
portant goals in these waning gripping the
lame duckery
However,
curable.
moments of the game. The reif the nation
only
avoidable
is
already
have
placement players
only hope
can
I
so.
be
it
to
wills
come up with a new nomination
are up
remaining
players
the
that
for the Supreme Court, Federal
Americans
that
and
task
the
to
Appeals Court Judge Anthony
loyal to a president
Kennedy, whos an editorial in will remain
them so well.
served
has
who
the Globe has called a "credible
candidate." A non-attack by the
K.J. Saeger, a graduatestudent
Globe gives this conservative
in the department of aerornautics
some cause for alarm, but I hope and astronautics, is a columnist
for the best.
I`
for The Tech.
~~~~~~~~~----

For appoinrnent
call
or write:

Paul Sherer, a senior at the
Sloan School of Management, is
a member of the Tech stalf

Give a hoot.

him that 1984 would not be pub-

Adminisitration h ias important decisions to make
(ContinuedFrom page 4f
John McLaughlin, writing in National Review, gives credit for
this new posture to White House
Chief Of Staff Howard Baker, his
deputy Ken Duberstein, and the
First Lady, who, McLaughlin insists, wants the President to finish
his term with no major new
controversies.
Although this is certainly part
of the problem, the departure of
key conservatives from the Reagan administration is also equally
to blame. Feeling that the game
has been won, the star players
have left the field, and their replacements must continue the
task at hand.
This exodus began with the departure of White House Director
of Communications Patrick Buchanan. The loss of Buchanan
was then followed by the rather
ignominious ousting of White
House Chief Of Staff Donald Regan. Since, Sen. Robert Dole's
bid for the Republican nomination has taken William Brock
and Elizabeth Dole from the Reagan ranks. The latest and most
serious loss is that which comes
this week with the official resignation of Secretary of Defense
Caspar Weinberger.
This had been a team without
equal in the twentieth century. A
team which was responsible for
not just trying to implement social change, but also for insuring
that this time the "New Deal'
was alsod a "Good Deal." This
squad, coupled with the exquisite
oratory of Reaganl, has given us
59 months of solid economic
growth, an increased standard of
living, an improved sense of security due to the largest peacetime
defense buildup in history and as
stated previously, that most important intangible, a renewed
sense of national pride.
Now, with the exception of
Secretary of Education William
Bennett, this is a team without
any star players. The new secretary of defense, Frank Carlucci,
is made of lesser stuff than was
his predecessor. It remains to be
seen if he can keep the armed
forces strong despite looming
budget cuts. Attorney General
Edwin Meese has already shown
his incompetence with the Ginsburg nomination, a transgression
for which he should resign.
Responding to questions about
Sen. Orrin Hatch's remarks, Reagan said he could find no "gutless
wonders" on the White House
staff. Baker was smart to stay out
of sight while the president was
searching. Vice President George

creativity of the American people, which was dedicated to geographic and economic expansion
in the nineteenth century, in the
twentieth century connected with
what was currently happening in
the world of the arts, and proceeded to reshape world culture.
But most Americans are oblivious to what is happening in the
higher arts. They are too engrossed in "Lifestyles of the Rich
and Famous" to think about pulling themselves out of the cultural
swamp. A movie is not worth
seeing unless someone in it gets
carved with a butcher's knife.
The news that makes the world
go around is tonight's lottery
number. American's most widely
read magazine is TV Guide. How
can we be so smart and yet so
stupid?
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"The Research
Associate's
Role in
Management

Consulting"
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-Building 4
Room 149
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Translations into your native language
are needed for industrial literature. You
will be well paid to prepare these
translations on an occasional basis.
Assignments are made according to
your area of technical knowledge_
We are currently seeking translatorsfor:
Arabic * Chinese
Danish ·Dutch
· Farsi e French a German ·Greek
· Italian · Japanese · Korean
· Norwegian ePolish 0 Portuguese
· Romanian · Spanish e Swedish
and others.
into-English translations from German
and French. Many other languages also
available.
Foreign language typists also needed.
ANl this work can be done in pour
home!
Linguistic Systems, inc. is New
England's largest translation agency,
located a block north of the Central Sq.
subway station.
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Lisette W. Lambregts/The Tech
Air Force ROTC cadets stand at attention while the
flag is lowered, marking the end of their 24-hour vigil
on Thursday which was held in recognition of POWMIA day. POW-MIA day honors all American prisoners
of war and soldiers missing in action.
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Massachusetts Institute
of Technology
Graduating Seniors
to attend a
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(Continuedfrom page 1)
engineering schools have devel- number of graduate courses too Such a change would not necessitate the dropping of MiT's
oped curricula which are packed soon, he explained.
accreditation.
One method of alleviating
with technical courses, but which
"Since this program is experifail to teach the practical, pressure from the curriculum
mental,
for the first two years or
would
be
to
trim
the
amount
of
broader aspects of the engineerso
we'll
keep it limited to MIT
information
presented
in
the
ing profession. "What industry
and academia need to realize is courses, Kerrebrock said. "In this undergraduates," Siebert said.
that you can't fully train an engi- way the student will be able to The department sent out letters
pay a bit more attention to his last week to seniors encouraging
neer in four [undergraduate]
non-technical classes," he said. them to apply to the new proyears," he said.
gram.
_
Jack L. Kerrebrock, associate
dean of engineering, agreed that
four years of an undergraduate
education is generally insufficient
to produce an effective practing
should be a time of intellectual
engineer. Kerrebrock felt that in(Continued from page 1)
excitement.
dustry must take a greater role in
Pass-fail is "a highly charged
"The nature of the pursuit of
the advanced education of engi- issue," Manning noted. "It is imstudy
[in the freshman year] . . .
neers.
portant that [it] not keep people
and its relationship to the subseSiebert, meanwhile, contended
from other issues."
quent three years of the academic
that MIT should relinquish ac"The committee's task is to excreditation of its undergraduate
amine the essential features of program are fundamental to the
intellectural well-being of our stuengineering programs in order to our current first-year academic
dents," the charge to the commitachieve a more "broad-based and program structure and to make
tee states.
liberal" curriculum at the underrecommendations and concrete
The activities in which freshgraduate level. Many of the prac- proposals appropriate to improvtical engineering subjects can be ing its intellectual quality and ef- men engage are too separate
from those of the rest of the Indeferred to the graduate or pro- fectiveness," according to the
stitute, said Katz, who also chairs
fessional years. While some charge to the committee.
the Student Committee on Edusmaller schools are highly depenWhile no specific proposals
dent on accreditation, MIT will have been made, there is a con- cational Policy.
The committee has not rebe able to get by just as well
sensus on the committee that the
without it, he said.
first-year program needs more solved how it will disseminate its
final conclusions. As of now, no
But Kerrebrock disagreed. He flexibility, Manning said.
said he did hot think M1T should
"Freshman year is in some timetables have actually been set.
"We're working the issues out the
give up accreditation for its un- sense very rigid," agreed Jonabest we can," Manning said.
dergraduate engineering pro- than Katz '90, the student repreManning was satisfied with the
grams. The School of Engineer- sentative on the committee.
progress of the work. "You can't
ing has been accused of "There shouldn't be a standard
go much faster," he added.
establishing too many undergradway to go through MIT."
"We are hoping to come up
uate requirements, creating excesMost students see freshman
sive pressure for students, Kerre- year as merely a time to meet re- with something at the end of the
brock said.
quirements, Munkres said. "We year," Munkres stated. He felt,
"Most of the pressure is selfshould all change our attitude to- however, that there was "no
chance of coming up with a deimposed," Kerrebrock said.
ward the freshman year."
Problems arise when students try
Both Manning and Munkres finitive answer by the end of the
to graduate early or take a large
indicated that the freshman year year."
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Are you considering professional school?

4-149

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
JOHN F. KENNEDY
SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT

to discuss
Sales and Trading
and
Quantitative Analysis
Opportunities at the Firm

IsLookingfor FutureLeaders in PublicAffairs.
Come Learn About Harvard'sTwo-Year Master's
Programin PublicPolicy, Leading to either
rite Master in Public Policyor
City andRegionalPlanningDegree.
JOINT DEGREE OPTIONS AND CROSS-REGISRATION
OPPORTUINITIES WrIM OTHIER SCHOOLS

MEET WTEH A KENNEDY SCHOOL REPRESENTATIVE
DATE:

Thurs., Noy 19

TIME:

9:00 and 10:00 group sessions

LOCATION:

Reception will follow
c--

PLEASE CONTACT YOUR CAREER PLACEMENT
OFFICE FOR THIS INFORMATION

----------------

Salornon Brothers~ Inc
III

_

AllStudents, All Majors,All Years Welcome!
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Loading up on
Great Values
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Purchase a Spectra camera at great savings and
receive a FREE round trip Pan Am shuttle airline
ticket with the purchase of one round trip shuttle
ticket. This offer applies to all Pan Am shuttle flights
between New York's La Guardia, Boston's Logan or
Washington's National Airports.
Also receive a SPECIAL BONUS: Purchase a
Polaroid Spectra System camera at The Coop and
Polaroid will send you a Gift Certificate redeemable
for $20 worth of any merchandise at The Coop.

I%
O
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f

I

Fly Free with Polaroid!

\

Polaroid Spectra System camera

Reg. 149.99 S$LE

I
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129.99

I

Duracell Doubles Your Savings
Buy any two-pack of Duracell batteries, sizes AA,
AAA, C, D or 9-volt, and recieve spectacular
savings!
Our regular price ............................................... 2.99
SALE ................................................................. 1.99
Less mail-in rebate ........................................... -1.00

YOUR FINAL COST ................................ 99
Nagel: The Art of Patrick Nagel
Foreword by Elena G. Millie
Over 80,000 people own at least one of
limited-edition works. The sophisticated
contemporary style of Nagel's paintings
graphics have enabled them to become

Nagel's
and
and
the

quintessential images of women for the '80's.

Nagel: The Art of Patrick Nagel in its paperback form
has become the most inexpensive high-quality
reproduction of Nagei's work.
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19.95
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SPECIAL PURCHASE - SAVE
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OVER 50%

on Staedler Mars 7-Pen Set! Each Marsmatic 700 S7
pen set includes technical pens ranging in size
from .03mm to 1.0mm. Each pen set also comes
complete with a bottle of drawing ink and a plastic

I

t

... ,

Published by Harper and Row

I

SA
39.95
SALEE 39.9

case.
$86
Value $8
Comp. Value

All savings are based on Coop's regular
prices.

Harvard, Kendall and Longwood are open
Sundays through Christmas.

EsrALER IMARS
I

DOWNTOWN
COOPATLONGWOOD
COP
MIT COOPAT KENDALL
333 Longwood Ave
Federal St.
3 Cambrdge I Center
M-Fri 9:15-5:30pm91-pm
M-Fri 9:15-7pm,
Thurs 'til 8:30
Thurs.'til 8:30
Sundays in November: 12-7PM
9:15-5:45pm
Sat
Sundays in November: 12-7PM
PARK FREE IN HARVARD OR KENDALL SQO Harvard Square · I hr Church St lot or 2 hrs University PI or Charles Sq garages. Kendall Sq · 2 hrs M-Fri - One_Memorial Drive Parking Garage or after 5p1 weekdays and all day Saturday at Cambridge Center Garage.
PARK FOR $1 AT LONGWOOD' Behind Coop after 5pm and all day Sat.
'With sales receipt showing $5 minimum Coop purchase: validate parking ticket at Coop Cashier's desk.
Coop Charge, MasterCard, Visa and American Express welcome.
HARVARD~SUARE
CambVridge
M-Sat 9:20-5:45pm,
Thurs 'til 8:30
Sundays in November: 12-7PM
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The world'sfastest growing software company and
largest'vendorof databasemanagement software
and services
riEPAST
Oracle Corporation's revenues
have more than doubled in
nine of our ten fiscal years (the
other year we grew 91%). This
unprecedented growth is the
direct result of the focused
efforts of our unparalleled,
company-wide team of superachievers.

THE uruRE

THE PRESENT
A1987 Software News survey
ranks Oracle as the ONLY topfive supplier of software for
mainframes, minicomputers
and personal computers.
ORACLE, our SQL-based,
relational database management system, and our family of
application development tools
and decision support prod- ucts are emerging as industry
standards forevery class of
computer.

If you are accustomed to
success with an uncommon
insistence on doing everything
well, you can become part of
this growth. We are recruiting
now to staff our expansion of
service and product offerings
around the world. Join Oracle's
team and help us continue our
record of success.

We are recruitingfor positionsin Marketing,
Consulting,Development, Finance, International
and other areas within Oracle.If you are interested

Larry Lynn
Oracle Corporation
20 Davis Drive
Belmont, California 941002
415 / 598 / 8183 or 8124

in opportunlitiesat Oracle, please call or write:
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Kismet lacks romance and human dimension
ing was daringly executed. Noelle Roderick
put on a potent dancing display, too.
Lisa Reidhaar-Olson G, playing Lalume,
also had an effective stage presence, seductive and slippery, warm and human. Susan
Elia W'91 as Marsinah and Michael Larochelle '90 as the Caliph also had their moments: they sang "Strangers in Paradise"
nicely Saul Resnikoff '88 sang "Was I
Wazir" effectively, as well.
The orchestra, directed by Deepto
Chakrabarty '88 put on a good show for
much of the time. The flute playing of Karen Dickson '87 was particularly. highcaliber, and Larry Taylor '91 was characterful on the piano.
Unfortunately, there is little else positive
to be said about this production. Kresge

KISMET
Music & Lyrics by Robert Wright
and George Forrest.
Book by Charles.Lederer & Luther Davis.
MIT Musical Theatre Guild production.
Kresge Auditorium, Nov. 13-15 & 19-21.
By JONATHAN RICHMOND
TG'S KISMET is a production
with a few jewels, but many
problems. The three Prins vALcesses of Ababu Leslie
Melcer '88, Sara Bottfeld '91 and Corrine
Wayshak '89 - were the brightest of the
gems. Clad in leopard skins and adopting
vivid jungle-warrior poses, they were very
funny. Their special branch of spicy danc-

Auditorium perhaps provided the biggest
constraint, for few of the cast were able toproject effectively into such a large space.
Lines were delivered without clarity and,
worse, without feeling. This was a production in which most of the performers
looked lost for too much of the time, and
in which there was little on a romantic or
other human scale.
Direction failed to make the cast 'into a
team. There was little cohesion or sense of
drama. The storyline was buried. Action
didn't flow; it dragged.
Some of the players tried to overact to
fill the gap between stage and audience,
but this backfired, making their performances seem less intimate and less lifelike.

In MTG's favor,' this production had an
unusually high proportion of MIT students; it is good to see the organization
cut its dependence on outside talent. The
standard of Tlheatre Guild musicianship
continues to be high, and there were some
notable performances.
To avoid the pitfalls of this production,
MTG needs to be more careful in selecting
scripts - Kismet is not the most inspired
choice they could have made in the first
place; MTG should choose a performing
space suited to the strengths of available
resources; and more attention should be
given to providing firm direction and guidance to enable performers to exploit their
abilities to the full.

Orchestraof the Eighteenth Century,produces smooth, , glowing sound
ORCH. OF THE 18TH CENTURY
Conducted by Frans Briuggen.
Program of works by .Mozart
and Beethoven.
Symphony Hall, November 15.
Event in The Tech Performing Arts Series.
By JONATHAN RICHMOND
RANS BRUGGEN'S ORCHESTRA of

the Eighteenth Century has a
smooth, glowing sound, rich in
coloration, and not incapable of
excitement. Briiggen began his Symphony
Hall concert with Mozart's Overture to
Don Giovanni. It was played suggestively
if a trifle ponderously.
Mozart's Piano Concerto No. 20; K. 466
followed, with John Gibbons putting in asterling performance on the fortepiano.
Gibbons is a master at drawing complex
emotions from simple themes. His attack
is straightforward, accurate and elegant.
The clarity of his playing - aided by the
short resonance time of the fortepianois a revelation. Each note is heard separately, but the reflective quality of. the
melody made of these discrete identities
and the silences in-between is inspiring.

The Orchestra of the 1 Sth Century

IV

i

q

L

..

i

.Part
sholaoshia.
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At Gibbons' hands the piano was
chirpy, then melancholy. A microsecond's
extra stress on a particular note would
drive home a passage of simple but sublime pathos.
Brggen's orchestra provided a suspenseful opening, then seemed to sigh sympathetically as is descended, with Gibbons,
into the serious themes of the work. The
winds - especially piquant oboes and
flighty flutes - were captivating. The
strings were warm and edifying; the whole
functioned organically, each part drawing
on and providing nourishment to the rest.
Beethoven's Symphony No. 3, "Eroica"
ended the concert. This is risky territory
for early music groups, as Banchetto
Musicale recently discovered with their
abortive attempt at the Seventh. Despite a
few passages of mushiness, though, Brilggen's force proved to be up to the task.
Despite a tendency to warmth, rather
than precision, the opening was exciting,
and tensions were built with a keen ear for
drama. The Marcia Funebra was vividly
played, thoughtful, tragic. Deftly played
pizzicato provided an air of anticipation as
BrUiggen launched into the Finale, a movement of many multi-faceted currents melding into one, living, whole.

'arti Z~~tems"ip
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During our two-year program you will receive $2W50

XL~~~~-

in scholarship funds during your junior year, and $L50
your senior year. In addition, you will receive a fully-paid
internship at PG&E during the summers preceding your
junior and senior years.
Now accepting applications for the following majors:
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Electrical Engineerinng
Deadline for applications is February 1,1988, so call today.

I

I

Dr.

To apply, contact:

Fred C. Schweppe,

Phone 253-4947

Department of Electrical Engineering

Finalist must pass a pre-employment physical as a
condition of participating in the program. The physical is
paid for by PG&E, and includes drug and alcohol screening.
Applicants will be selected without regard to race,
color, religon, age, sex, national origin, ancestry han diap,
veteran status, sexual orientation, or any other non-job-

related factor. Employees and children of employees of
PG&E and its subsidiaries are not eligible.

Pacific Gas and Elctric Company
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Coward's Hay Fever Comic success at the Lyric Stage
HAY FEVER

-

coexist on the stage at all times, in Hay

By Noel Coward.

Fever the tragedy has been gently pushed

Directed by Ron Ritchell,

aside. But it is there, as the four guests'

With Jenny Sterlin and Ron'Ritchell

experience will testify.

_

Jenny Sterlin brings out the eccentric
character of the mother very nicely, by acting like an "over-grown cfiild." Polly HoBy F. SAL VAFAEI
gan (the servant) over-acts a bit in her
brief role: she could have been more seriWritten in 1924, Hay Fever ous. Robert Bouffier who plays the father,
is a comedy about an eccentric captures well the self-absorbed novelist
family's relation to the outside who is aware of his own mediocrity. The
world. Here, as in Who's guests's characters are closer to reality, andd
Afraid of Virginia Kbolf, a family lives in here Ron Ritchell - who also directs the
a world of illusions and its members have play - succeeds in portraying the role of a
lost all notions of reality. The guests are at bewildered guest who tries to remain
,
no point quite sure whether they are deal- diplomatic throughout the plot.
ing with reality, or the family's collective
Coward, the author of the play, had ac-

At the Lyric Stage Theatre, Oct. 28 - Nov.
29.

_
.

H

knowledged this play to be "one of the

fantasies.
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As Dario Fo said, comedy is the flip side hardest plays to stage," but the production
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~ c
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of a coin named tragedy. So in both of was a success. This was helped by the pethese very serious plays, the underlying culiarly cozy set up at the Lyric Stage. You
A " ' X_ ~
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,
theme is quite tragic. But. whereas in Vir- could really feel you were sitting in a living Chloe Leamon, Jenny Sterlin, and Jeremiah Kissel in Hay Fever.
ginia Woolf, the tragedy and the comedy room.
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PEOPLE TO ENJOY GLAMOROUS NIGHTS OUT FOR FREE!
Ehe Tech is currently recruiting for new reviewers of concerts (classical and popular),
| plays, films, art exhibits and other interesting arts events in and around Boston. .
i
~if you're interested, drop by for free pizza'Sunday evenings at 6pm,
or call x3-1541 and ask for Peter or Jonathan.

1988 Burchard Scholars Program
Applications Due: November 30, 1987
All sophomores and juniors in good standing are eligible to apply or to be nominated
by a HASS faculty member.
Recently, all sophomores and juniors received a 1988 Burchard Schlolars- Application.

The Burchard Scholars are a group of MIT undergraduates who are appointed each
calendar year on the basis of having demonstrated unusual abilities and academic
excellence in the humanities and/or social sciences, as well as in science and
engineering. Those appointed are invited to a series of dinner-seminars at which MIT|

faculty members, visiting scholars, and Burchard Scholars make presentations, and a|

general discussion follows.

Send applications to: Burchard Scholars Committee
E51-210
For further information: x3-2601 or x3-7752
Sponsored by: Office of the Dean, School of Humanities and Social Science
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The Tech Performing Arts Series presents...

SIN4FONOVA

EMERSON STRING
QUARTET
The Emerson String Quartet will present the premiere of

As an experiment to increase audience size, SirnfoNova,
Boston's outstanding chamber ensemble, is making tickets
for their next concert available at MIT for only $1!
On the program will be Respighi's
Ancient Airs and Dances Suite III, a new arrangement of
Handel's Passacagliaby Aslamazyan, the Boston premiere
of McKinley's Concerto for Flute and Strings,
with Robert Stallman, soloist, and the world premiere of
McKinley's Adagio for Strings.
Theatre,
November 20, 8pm. MIT price: $1.
Sanders

I

I
I
I

BOSTON CHIAMBER
MUSIC SOCIETY

I
I
I
I
I

The Boston Chamber Music Society will perform
Durufle's Recitative & Variations, Kodaly's
Duo for Violin & Cello and Schubert's Trout Quintet .
Sanders Theatre. November 22, $pm. MIT price: $3.

MIT professor John Harbison's String Quartet No. 2,
and also perform Haydn's Quartet in F, Op. 74, No. 2,

and Schubert's Quartet in G, D. 887.
Jordan Hall, November 20, 8pm. MIT price: $5.

TWYLA THARP
DANCE
Twyla Tharp's dance troupe will perform Bakers Dozen and

In the Upper Room (rnusic by Philip Glass). Wang Center for
the Performing Arts. November 20, 8pm. MIT price. $8.

KING'S SINGERS
The King's Singers are coming to Symphony Hall at a very
special price. November 22, 8pm. MITprice: $5.

Tickets are on sale at the Technology Community Association,
W20450 in the Student Center. Office hours posted on the door.
Call x3-4885 for further information.
The Tech PerformingArts Series, a service for the entire MIT

I
I
I
I

community, from The Techb, MIT's student newspaper, in
conjunction with the Technology Community Association, MIT's
student community service organization.
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A. Save $2 on Champion T-Shir

I

se

100% cotton, available in red.
Sizes S-L.

.Z

Our Reg. 9.00
B. Save $2 on Sandknt Gym Short

79

50/50 cotton/poly, available

in red. Sizes S-XL.

Our Reg. 10.00
IC.

Save $4 on Champion Football Jesey

9
0
100% cotton, available in red 1
or natural. Sizes S-XL.
Our Reg. 15.00
D. Save $4 on Champion Swea!shirt
1299

50/50 cotton/poly, available

in red or white. Sizes S-XL.

Our Reg. 17.00
E. Save $10 on Discus Sweatshirt
50/50 cotton/poly zippered

hooded sweatshirt, available
in grey. Sizes M-L.

Our Rag. 25.00
F. Save $7 on Gear Sweath
available in

60/40 cotton/poly

white with red inserts. Sizes
S-XL.17X

Our Rag. 25.00

i;
g

G. Save $7 on Univusity Place
Sw"tsht
'80/20 cotton/poly' available 19
in white with red trim. Sizes
L-XL.
Our Rag.27.00

NOT SHOWN
Save $2 on Champion T-Shikt
50/50 cotton/poly

Ringer

1

t-shirt available in white with
red trim. Sizes S-XL.

Our Reg. 9.00
Save $4 on Champion T-Shk
100°% cotton

reversible

t-shirt available in red/white
combination. Sizes S-XL.

1

6

Our Reg. 16.00

Save $5 on Gear Sweatshirt
35/65 cotton/poly inside-out

sweatshirt available in grey.
Sizes XS-L.
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Loot, Joe Orion's hilarious parody of the
stereotype of the British master detective,
continues through December 12 at the
Alley Theatre, 1253 Cambridge Street,
Cambridge. Performances are Thurs-Sun
at 8 pm. Tickets: 512 general, S10 seniors and students. Telephone: 491-8166.

1986 Wildlife Photography Exhibition,
50 prize-winning photographs from international competition, continues
through January 30 at the MIT Museum,
265 Massachusetts Avenue (N52-2nd
floor). Gallery hours are Tues-Fri 9-5,
Sat-Sun 12-4. No admission charge. Telephone: 253-4444.

Oliver, the boisterous musical based on
Dickens' first novel, continues through
November 22 at the Wheelock Family
Theatre, 200 The Riverway, Boston. Performances are Fri-Sat at 7:30 pm and
Sun at 3 pm. Tickets:- $6. Telephone:
734-5203.

OFF CAMPUS

,

* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
Terry Winlers: Schema, 75 small
drawings in graphite and watercolor
scheduled to coincide with the exhibit
at the Museum of Fine Arts, cpntinues through November 29 at the MIT
Reference Gallery, List Visual Arts
Center, 20 Ames Street. Gallery hours
are weekdays 12-6 and weekends 1-5.
Telephone: 2534680.

Shear Madness, the long-running comic
murder mystery, continues indefinitely at
the Charles Playhouse, 74 Warrenton
Street, Boston. Performances are TuesFri at 8 pm, Sat at 6:30 and 9.30 pm,
Sun at 3 and 7:30 pm. Tickets: S16 and
$19. Telephone: 426-6912.
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Scqueeze performs at the Wang Center for the
Performing Arts, November 17 and 1 8.

Absent Friends, Alan Ayckbourn's fastpaced, astute, and hysterically funny vision of modern relationships, continues
through November 22 at the New Repertory Theatre. 61 Washington Park, Newton. Telephone. 332-1646.
After the First les21, a new solo performance by Julie Rochlin, continues
through Nsovermber 22 at Mobius, 354
Congress Street, Boston. Performances
are Fri-Sun at 8 pm. Tickets: $6. Telephone: 542-7416.
Harpies Bizarre, Lydia Sargent's feminist
satire, continues through December 19 at
the Newbury Street Theatre, 565 Boylston Street in Copley Square. Performances are Thurs-Sat at 8 pm. Tickets:
S4 Thursdays. S6 Fridays and Saturdays.
Telephone: 262-7779.

Hay Fever, Noel Coward's hilarious classic of bad manners involving the highly
eccentric Bliss family, continues through
November 29 at the Lyric Stage, 54
Charles Street, Boston. Performances are
Wed-Fri at 8 pm, Sat at 5 pm and
8:30 pm, and Sun at 3 pm. Tickets: S10
to 513. Telephone: 742-8703.

Jenny Hgolzer Signs, the first traveling
museum exhibition of this contemporary
American artist, noted for her provocative writings utilizing a variety of media,
continues through November 29 at the
MIT Hayden Gallery, List Visual Arts
Center, 20 Ames Street. Gallery Hours
are weekdays 12-6 and weekends 1-5.
Teleplhone: 2534400.

Cherry, the world premiere of the vaudeville-inspired musical, continues indefinitely at Nucleo Eclettico, 216 Hanover
Street, Boston. Performances are ThursSat at 8 pm. Tickets: S10 advance/$12 at
the door. Telephone: 367-8056.

Walter Poon, Evelyn Hui, and Xiang
Ming Zeng, photographs and paintings
in modern and traditional styles by Chinese artists, continues through January 2
at she MIT Museum Building, 265 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge. Galleryhours are Tues-Fri 9-5 and Sat-Sun 12-4.
Admission: S2 requested donation. Telephone: 253 4444.

Forbidden Broadway 19S7, the musical
comedy revue with parodies of various
famous pessonalities, continues indefinitely at the Boston Park Plaza Hotel
Terrace Room, Park Square. Performances are Tues-Fri at 8 pm, Sat at 7
and 10 pm, Sun at 3 and 6 pm. Tickets:
$15 to $21.50. Telephone: 357-8384.

Puzzles Old and New. the largest and
most diverse collection of puzzles ever
assembied for public exhibition, continues through January 3 at the MIT Museum Building, 265 Massachusetts Avenue,
Cambridge. Gallery hours are Tues-Fri 9S and Sat-Sun 12-4. Admission: $2 requested donation. Telephone: 253-4444.

artists of the European avant-garde bezween the two world wars, continues
through November 29 at the Harvard
University Sackley Museum, 4S5 Broadway, Cambridge. Admission: S3 general,
S1.50 seniors and students. Telephone:
495-2397.

The DIo Project: Paintings by member
and students of Kaji Aso Studio, continues through December 8 at Kaji Aso Studio, 40 St. Stephen Street, Boston. No
admission charge. Telephone: 247-1719.

F.ll/Celebration+Cowmitment, an exhibition of work by the photography faculty of the Art Institute of Boston, continues through December 31 at the
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston Gallery,
600 Atlantic Avenue, across from South
Station in downtown Boston. Gallery
hours are Mon-Fri 10-4. Telephone: 57334S4 or 973-3368.

Napoleon in the Eyes of his Contemporaries, prints from France, Great Britain,
and the German and Italian states of his
time, continues through December at
Boston University's Mugar Memorial Library, Department of Special Collections, 771 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston. Gallery hours are Mon-Thurs 8 am11 pm, Fri-Sat &am-5 pin, and Sun
10 am-ll pm. No admission charge.
Telephone: 353-2134.

* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
Andrew Wyeth: The Helga Pictures
- the controversial exhibition of 140
sketches, drawings, and paintings executed between 1971 and 1985 of
Wyeth's neighbor, Helga Testorf continues through January 3 at the
Museum of Fine Arts, 465 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Tel: 267-9300.

Carved in Marble: American Sculpture,
1S30-1880,
an exhibition of works in
marble by the first Americans to study in
Italy and pursue professional careers as
sculptors, continues through December
at the Museum of Fine Arts, 465 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Tel: 267-9300.

Samuel Bak: The Past Continues, the exhibilion of 75 new paintings which Will
be featured in a forthcoming book to be
published in the fall, continues through
December I at the Pucker Safrai Gallery,
171 & 173 Newbury Street, Boston. Telephone: 267-9473.

--
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Tribal Traditions of Kenya, a multimedia
exhibit highlighting the infinite cultural
variety of this East African country, continues through February 28 at the Museurm of Science Stearns Gallery, Science
Park, Boston. Telephone: 589-0250 or
589-0253.

POPULAR MUSIC

Art In The Computer Age, demonstrating the role ofinstant photography in the
future of imaging through an overview of
recent advances in computer-generated
work, continues through December 19 at
the Clarence Kennedy Gallery, 770 Main
Street, Cambridge. Gallery hours are
Tues-Sat 11-5. No admission charge.
Telephone: 577-5177.

El Lissitsky, Russian Artist, an exhibi-

-·PY·Y

* * * CR17fC'S CHOICE * * *
Squeeze, with guests Silencers, performs at 7:30 pm at the Wang Center.
Also presented November 18. Tickets:
S17 and S1. Telephone: 492-1900 or
787-8000.

i, * * CRITIC'S CHOICE r * *
Gauguin and His Circie in Brittany:
The Prints of the Pont-Aven School, a
collection of rare prints by a number
of prominent nineteenth-century
French artists of the Pont-Aven Circle,
continues through December 13 at the
Museum of Fine Arts, 465 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Tel: 267-9300.

tion of varied work by one of the leading

----

Graphics on Venezuelan Architecture
continues through December4 at the
Dante Alighieri Society, 41 Hampshire
Street, Cambridge. Gallery hours are
Mon-Fri 10am-lpm and 5pm-8pm.

ON CAMPUS
Fischli/Weiss: States of (in)Balance, film
and photographs exploiting suspenseful
sequence and precarious balance in both
improbable man-made constructions and
natural processes, continues through November 22 at the MIT Bakalar Sculpture
Gallery, List Visual Arts Center, 20 Ames
Street. Gallery hours are weekdays 12-6
and weekends 1-5. Telephone: 2534400.

-

-41

Illusion In Art: Description/Perception/
Deception, an exhibition examining late
20th century premises of illusionism,
continues through December 13 at the
Boston University Art Gallery, 855 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston. Gallery
hours are Mon-Fri 10-4, Fri 7-9, and SaiSun 1-5. Telephone: 353-3345.

Terry Winters: Paintings and Drawings, the first museum exhibition in
the United States devoted to the work
of the American painter Terry Winters, continues through November 29
at the Museum of Fine Arts Foster
Gallery, 465 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Telephone: 267-9300.

-peC19-I
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Janis Redlicb: Recent Paintings continues through December 4 at the Cambridge Multicultural Arts Center, 41 Second Street, East Cambridge. Gallery
hours are weekdays 12-4. Telephone:
577-1400
..

Lands of Enchantment, an exhibition of
paintings and sculpture by seven Bostonarea artists, continues through November 25 at the Simmons College Trustman
Art Gallery, 300 The Fenway, Boston.
Gallery hours are Mon-Fri 10-4:30. Telephone: 738-2145.

Phobias! The Musical, the comedy musical taking you on a Journey to lesser
known phobias of the 80's. continues
through November 22 at the New Ehrlich
Theatre, 539 Tremont Street, Boston.
Performances are Tues-Fri at 8 pm, Sat
at 5 pm and 8:30 pm, and Sun at 2 pm.
Tickets: $8 to S15. Telephone: 482-5316.

---

Charles Sheeler: Paintings, Drawings,
Photographs. featuring works spanning
Sheeler's nearly 50·year career and exploring his remarkable versatility and
originality, continues through January 3
at the Museum of Fine Arts, 465 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Tel: 267-9300.

_OM

____

* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
The Pat Metheny Group performs at
7:30 pm at the Orpheum Theatre.
Tickets: $15.35 and $17.85. Telephone: 492-1900 or 787-8000.
Alice Cooper, Ace Frehley's Comet, and
Faster Pussycat perform at 7:30 pm at
the Boston Garden. Tickets: $16.50.
Telephone: 1-800 382-8080.
Taj Mithal and Rory Block perform at
7:30 and 10:00 at Nightstage, 823 Main
Street, Cambridge. Tickets: $12. Telephone: 497-8200.
Flying Color, Roxul, and Baboom perform at T.T. the Bear's, 10 Brookline
Street, Cambridge. Telephone: 492-0082.
Real World, Crosstown Rivals, We Don't
Know Yet, I Minute To Pray, and The
Undun perform at the Channel, 25
Necco Street in downtown Boston, near
South Station. Tickets: $3. Telephone:
451-1905.

CLA SSIC:AL MR1USIC
The Boston Symphony Orchestra, Yuri
Temirkanov conducting, performs works
by Liadov, Tchaikovsky, and Dvorak, at
8 pmnin Symphony Hall, corner Of Massachusetts and Huntington Avenues, Boston. Tickets: S15.50 to S41. Telephone:
266-1200.
. . . .
Kenton Streams, a retrospective of Stan
Kenton hits, is presented by Pan Blake at
8 pmnin Jordan Hlall, 30 Gainsborough
Street, Boston. No admission charge.
Telephone: 262-1i120 ext . 257.
.l

.m

A Boston University School of Music
Student Composers' Recital is presented
at 8 pm in the BU Concert Hall, 855
Commonwealth Avenue, Boston. No admission charge. Telephone: 353-3345.

THEATER
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* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
The Big River, winner of seven 1985
Tony Awards including 'Best Musical," opens today at the Colonial Theatre, 106 Boylston Street, Boston.
Continues through December 6 with
performances Tues-Sat at 8 pm, with
matin~es Thurs and Sat at 2 pm and
Sun at 3 prn. Tickets: $21 to S40.
Telephone: 426-9366.
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The, Baker Foundation is now accepting nominations for
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Everet Moore Baker Meroria l vward
for
Exce lence in Undergraduate eac ng
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The Everett Moore Baker Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching was first presented twenty
years ago, to recognize and encourage exceptional interest and ability in the instruction of
undergraduates. The award-is given- once per term to young faculty members, below the rank of full
professor, who have demonstrated that they are truly interested in undergraduates, both in and out of
the classroom. Past winners of the Baker Award include Theoharis Theoharis, Brian Smith, Trevor Alan
Hatton, Frank Morgan, Woodie Flowers, James Williams, Jr., Louis Bucciarelli, Jr., and Alan Lazarus.
This term's award consists of a $1000 honorarium and a bronze medal.
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MIT faculty teaching during the fall semester below the
rank of full professor are eligible to receive the award. All
MIT undergraduate students are invited to submit letters of
nomination to the Baker Foundation Committee; cover
letters are available in the UASO, Room 7-104, or the UA
office VV20401 , 4th floor of the Student Center.
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Nominations must be received by November 25, 1987.
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FILM St VIDEO
+ a a CRITIC'S CHOICE a * *
The Somerville Thcatre continues its
film series Murder by Hitchcock with
Shadow of i Doubt (1951) at 5:45 &
9:45 and Strangers on a Train (1943)
at 7:45. Also presented November 18.
Located at 55 Davis Square in Somerville, just by the Davis Square T-stop
on the red line. Telephone: 625-1081.
The Harvard Film Archive continues its
Tuesday film series Great Directors with
Preston Sturges' Sullivan's Travels (1941)
at 5:30 and 8:00. Located at the Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts, 24 Quincy
Street in Harvard Square. Admission:
S3. Telephone: 495-4700.
The Brattle Theatre continues its Tuesday series Independent Filmmakers
Showcase with Jeanne Dielman. 23 QUai
du Commerce, 1080 Bruxelles (1975,
Chantal Akerman) at 4 pm and 8 pm.
Located at 40 Brattle Street in Farvard
Square. Admission: S4. Tel: 876-6837.

LECTURES
The Tragic Fate of Russian Poets, a lecture in Russian by Professor Anna Tamarchenko, is presented at 7 pm at the
Boston University School of Nursing,
Room 101, 635 Commonwealth Avenue,
Boston. The lecture is also presented on
November 19 in English by Natalya Pokrovskaya at the HU College of Liberal
Arts, Room 522, 725 Commonwealth
Avenue, Boston. No admission charge.
Telephone: 353-8912.

C| -a~L

POPuLAR MUIISIC
* + * CRIT'C'S CHOICE a * *
The Ramones perform at the Metro,
15 Lansdowne Street, just across
from the entrance to the bleachers at
Fenway Park. Tickets: S10.50 advance/SH1.50 at the door. Telephone:
262-2424.
_

S

aM
The Brattle Theatre presents a double
hill ol' Ritz Lang fevtutres with Moonfleet (S955) at 4:15 d: S.00 and Fur
(1936). starring Spencer Tracy, a( 6:01) &
9'45. Also prevenied November 21. Located at 40 Brattle Street in Harvard
Square. Admission: $4.75 (good for The
double btil) Telephonc: 816-6837.

Cl ASSICAL MUSICRichard Given, Ellen Given, and George
Kent perform a program of trio sonatas
and flute, trumpet, and organ solos, as
part of the MIT Chapel Noon Hourr series at 12:05 in the MIT Chapel. No admission charge. Telephone: 253-2906 or
253-ART S.

Joules Holhnd, from Squeeze, with Gilson Lavin and Keith Wilkinson, performs In an 18+ ages shot at Axis, 13
Lansdowne Street, just across from the
entrance to the bleachers at Fenway
Park. Telephone: 262-2437.

The Boston Symphony Orchestra, Seiji
Ozawa conducting, with Kathleen Battle,
soprano, and the Tanglewood Festival
Chorus, perform Poulenc's "Stabat
Mater"and Mahler's Symphony No. 4 at
8 pm in Symphony Hall, corner of Massachusetts Avenue and Huntington Avenue, Boston. Also presented November 20 at 2 pm. November 21 program
with Poulenc's "Gloria."Tickets: $1S.50
to 341. Telephone: 266-1492 or 266-1200.

Aztec Camera and Miracle Legion perform at the Paradise, 967 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston. Tel: 254-2052.
Zulus, Kirk SwanStsup` and Lazy Su:
sal perform at the Rat, 528 Co;nmonwealth Avenue in Kenmore Square, Telephone: 536-9438.
Pedres, Nobody Horne, and Rhino Park
perform at T.T. the Bear's, 10 Brookline
Street, Cambridge. Telephone: 492-082.

The Longy Ch;1zer
'einds
performs
works by Mozart, Jacobs, Dvorak, and
Beethoven at 12:30 pm at the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston's auditorium, 600
Atlantic Avenue, across from South Station in Boston. No admission charge.

The Ventures, Band That rime Forgot,
Boogie Men, Drive Ail Night. and Failsafe perform at the Channel, Z5 Necco
Street in downtown Boston, near South
Station. Tickets: $5.50. Tel: 451-1905.

Telephone: 973-3454 or 973-3368.
Dorotbea BrinkLmann, contralto, and
John MacDonald, piano, perform works
by Debussy and Satie at 8 pm in the Edward Pickman Concert Hall, Longy
School of Music, Garden and Follen
Streets, Cambridge. No admission
charge. Telephone: 876-0956.
--

World Saxophone Quaritet performs at
8:00 and 10:30 at Nlightstage, 823 Mairt
Street, Cambridge. Tickets: S12. Telephone: 497-8200.
-·--·I---
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Twyla Tharp Dance at the Wang Center, November 20 to 22.
POPULAR MsuIe
The MIT Student Center Commrittee presents Jazn Night at 9 pm in Walker. No
admission charge with MIT ID. Telephone: 253-3942.
John Cougar Mellencamp performs at
the Boston Garden. Tickets: $15 and
$17.50. Tei: 492-1900 or 720-3434.
* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
John Enlwistle, with guests Rat Race
Choir and Cotham City, performs at
the Channel, 25 Necco Street in
downtown Boston, near South Station. Tickets: $8.50 advance/$9.50 at
the door. Telephone: 451-1905.

Unattached, with Big aram
Burning and
Gircle Sky, perform at Axis, 13 Lansdowne Street, just across from the entrance to the bleachers at Fenway Park.
Telephone: 262-2437.
T.S.O.L. and Apology perform at the
Paradise, 967 Commonwealth Avenue,
Boston. Telephone: 254-2052.

~~~

Bain &

Last Stand, Big Huge, and The lDeniros
perform in an !8 + ages show at T.T. the
Hear's, 10 Brookiine Street. Cambridge.
Telephone: 492-0082.

THEATER

Think Tree, Dry Wall Screw, and Scarecrow perform at the Rat, 528 Commonwealth Avenue in Kenmore Square. Telephone: 536-9438.
Dr. John and T4e Oyster Band perform
at 8:00 and 10:30 at Nightstage, 823
Main Street, Cambridge. Tickets: $10.
Telephone: 497-8200.
FILM & VIDEO
The Somerville Theatre presents Aliens
at 6:00 & 9:30 and The Road Warrior,
starring Mel Gibson, at 7:45. Located at
55 Davis Square in Somerville, just by
the Davis Square T-stop on the red line.
Telephone: 625-10S1.

* * * CRITIC"S CHOICE * * *
The French Library continues its film
scric

EXHIBITS

COMEDY
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AKc omrplishment

The Museum of Fine Arts continues it%
film %criesJapan and World War II: Now
and Then with Human Bullet (1968, Kihachi Okamoto) at 5:30 and Thle Most
Beautiful (1944, Akira Kurosawa3 at
8:0U. Located at Remis Auditorium, Mu%eumof Fine Art%, 465 Huntington Avcnue, Boston. Admission: 53.50 general,
$3 MFA members. scniors, and students.
Telephone: 26a-9300.
lThe Harvard Film Archive present.
Illustres Inconnus (Notorious Nobodi/es,
1984, Stanislav Stanojevic) at 8 pm. Locaied at the Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts. 24 Quincy Street in Harvard
Square. Admission: $5. Tel: 4954700.

Jay LUno performs at 7:30 at Symphony
Hall, corner of Massachusetts and Huntington Avenues, Boston. Tickets: S16.
$IS, and S20. Telephole: 266-1492 or
497_1 I 1R
,~~~7/-1(10·

Women

with Carl Theodor Dreyer's La passioli de Jeanne d'Arc (The Passion of
Joan of Are, 1928) at 8 pm. Located
at 53 Marlborough Street, Boston.
Admission: 55 general, $3.50 membcrs. Telephone: 266-4351.

Thomas Edison: After the Electric Light,
photographs illustrating Edison's work
and enterprises after he invented the electric light, opens today at the Compton
Gallery of the MIT Museum, just off the
infinite corridor between lobbies WO&13.
Continues through December 24 with
gallery hours weekdays 9-5. No admission charge. Telephone: 253 444.

The Brattye Theatre continues its Thursday series World Cinema: France with
Robert Bresson's Ulne femmue deuce
(1969), based on D)ostoevsky's A Gentle
Creature. at 4:00 &8:00 and Alain Resnais' Muriel (1963) at 5:45 &9:45. Located at 40 Brattle Street in Harvard
Square. Admission: $4.75 (good for the
double bill). Telephone: 876-6837.

~

Lrlt

Transformations. Conrad Susa's opera
based on Anne Sextons poetry. is presented by the Boston University Opera
Theatre at 8 pm in the BU Theatre. 264
Huntington Avenue, Boston. Also presented November 20 and 21 at 8 pm and
November 22 at 3 pm. Tickets: $6 and
58. $4 seniors, students, and BU faculty/
staff/alurmni. Telephone: 353-3345.
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Inc.

Management Consultants
cordially invites

-

The MITi

Classes of 1988 &

1989

to a presentationand reception on

Associate Consultant Career Opportunities
and Internships in

Corporate Strategy Consulting
Boston

Wednesday, November 18,41987
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7:00 p.m.
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The Logarhythyms perform at 7:30 pm
in Room 10-250. No admission charge.

Compiled by Peter Dunn.

mmmmm- -16~Y~~LLbnr
Dissonant Landscapes, a 90-minute
screening of several short videotapes
which examine the emergence of compel
ling new forms, and Damnation of
Faust, Dara Birnbaum's video trilogy
which reviews Faustian themes of betrayal, passion, and delusion, are video exhibrtions which open today at the Institute
of Contemporary Art, 955 Boylston
Street, Boston. Continues through January 17 with gallery hours Wed-Sun 11-5
and Thurs-Fri until 8 pn. Admission:
$3.50 general, $2 students, $1 seniors
and children, free on Fridays after 5 pm.
Telephone: 266-5152.

CLASSICAL MUSIC
* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE
*
The MIT Choral Society performs
Haydn's Mass No. 9 in D Minor,
Missa Solemnis, and Solve Regina at
8 pm in the Church of the Covenant,
Copley Square, Boston. Tickets: $8
and $4, free to MIT and Wellesley students. Telephone: 225-6640.

* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
The Emerson String Quartet performs
in a program that includes Haydn,
Schubert, and the world premiere of
John Harbison's String Quartet No. 2
at 8 pm in Jordan Hall, 30 Gainsborough Street. Boston. Tickets: $16.50
and $17.50 [see also reduced-price
tickets offered through The Tech Performing Arts Series]. Tel: 536-2412.
.

-- --

POPULAR MUSIC
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* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE **
SinfoNova Chamber Orchestra presents a program entitled "In The Continuing Tradirion," featuring works
by Respighi, McKinley, and Handel/
Aslamazyan at 8 pm in Sanders Thealtre, Harvard University, Cantbridge.
Tickets: $8.50, $13.50, and $18.50
[see also reduced-price tickets offerd
through The Tech Performing Arts
Series]. Telephone: 938-6828.

-L
PIL, with guests Lime Spiders, perform
at the Orpheum Theatre. Tickets: $13.85
and $15.50. Tel: 492-1900 or 787-8000.

The Stompers, with guests Mike Viola
and the Snap, Four 4. and Certain Circle, perform at the Channel, 25 Necco
Street in downtown Boston, near South
Station. Tickets: $5.50 advance/S6.50 at
the door. Telephone: 451-1905.
Barrance Whitfield and the Savages and
The Matweed; perform at T.T. the
Bear's. 10 Brookline Street, Cambridge.
Telephone: 492-0082.

·
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The Feelies and Hugo Largo perform a:
the Paradise, 967 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston. Telephone: 254-2052.
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The Harvard Film Archive presents Human Rights Films with Chile: Hasta
Cuando? (Chile: Will It End?, 1986, David Bradbury) at 7 pm and Illastres Ineonnus (Notorious Nobodies. 1984,
Stanislav Stanojevic) at 9 pm. Located at
the Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts,
24 Quincy Street in Harvard Square. Admission: $3. Telephone: 495-4700.
The French Library continues Its film series Women oj'f Accomplishment with Le
cie! est i vous (Heaven is Yours, 1944,
Jean Grimillon) at 8 pm, Located at 53
Marlborough Street, Boston. Admission:
$5 general, $3.50 members. Telephone:
266-4351.

CLASSICAL MUSIC

Jesse Colin Young performs at 8:60 and
10:30 at Nightstage, 823 Main Street,
Cambridge. Tickets: $11. Telephone:
497-8200.

Farranheit, with guests Bang and Paris,
perform at the Channel, 25 Necco Street
in dowattown Boston, near South Station. Tickets: $6.50 advance/S7.50 at the
door. Telephone: 451-1905.

EXHIBITS
'.-'?ts:
Edgar Heap of Birds, pastel
I ;rongs of words executed in an expressixe manner and several abstract paintings, opens today at the Institute of Contemporary Art, 955 Boylston Street,
Boston. Also opening, Cindy Sherman, a
photography exhibit exploring the issues
of image and personality and how a viewer perceives each. Both exhibits continue
through January 17 with gallery hours
NVed-Sun 11-5 and Thurs-Fri until 8 pm.
Admission: $3.50 general, $2 students,
SI seniors and children, free on Fridays
after S pmr.Telephone: 266-5!52.

BOOKS
The lith Boston International Antiquarian Book Fair begins today from 5-9 pm
at the Park Plaza Castle, One Park Plaza
at Arlington Street, Boston. Continues
November21 noon-8 pm and November 22 noon-5 pm. Admission: $7.50 Friday, $4 Saturday and Sunday.

Roy Buchanan and Frankie Lee &Sonny
Rhodes perform at 8 pr and iI pm at
Nightstage, 823 Main Street, Cambridge.
Tickets: $II. Telephone: 497-8200.
Clara Sandier, Argentine-born singer,
sings tangos and other Argentine songs
in conjunction with the screenings of
Tangos: The Exile of Gardeland Twenty
Years Later, at 8 pm in the Institute of
Contemporary Art, 955 Boylston Street,
Boston. Tickets: $8 general, S6 ICA
members, seniors, and students. Telephone: 266.5152.

CLASSICAL MUSIC

~phone:

~

Shaylor Lindsay, piano, performs works
by Beethoven. Chopin, and Scarlatti at
8 pm in the Edward Pickman Concenrt
Hall, Longy School of Music, Garden
and Foilen Streets, Cambridge. No admission charge. Telephone: 876-0956.

---

The MIT Brss Ensemble performs at
3 pm in Killian Hall, Building 14, 160
Memorial Drive. Admission: free tickets
in advance, $1 at the door. Telephone:
253-2906 or 253-ARTS.
The Wellesley Chamber*Music Society
performs at 8 pm in Jewett Auditorium,
Wellesley College. No admission charge.
Telephone. 235-0320 ext. 2028.
The King's Singers offer a program of
madrgials, folk songs, and other songs
for male voices at 8 pm in Symphony
Hall. corner of Massachusetts and Huntington Avenues, Boston. Tickets:
$16.50, $17.50, and SI9.50 [see also reduced-price tickets offered through The
Tech Performing Arts Series]. Telephone:
266-1492.

--- 1
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POPULAR MUSIC

CLASSICAL MUSIC

.* * . CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
Sonny Rollins performs at 7:00 and
9:30 in the Charles Ballroom of the
Charles Hotel. Tickets: $14.50. Telephone: 876-7777.

The Boston University Choir and Chamber Orebestra perform a program including Faur6's Requiem at 8 pm in Marsh
Chapei, 735 Commonwealth Avenue,
Boston. No admission charge. Telephone: 353-3345.

~,

e

*

t

The Neville Brothers and Skin perform
8 pm and 1I pm at the Paradise, 967
Commonwealth Avenue, Boston. Telephone: 254-2052.

The New England Conservatory Repertory Wind Ensemble performs at 8 pm in
Jordan Hail, 30 Gainsborough Street,
Boston. No admission charge. Telephone: 262-1120 ext. 257.

Alex Chilton and Tommy Keene perform
at T.T. the Bear's, 10 Brookline Street,
Cambridge. Telephone: 492-0082.

FILM & VIDEO
The Harvard Film Archive continues its
Tuesday film series Great Directors with
Stanley Kubrick's Lolitai (1962) at 5:30
and 8:15. Located at the Carpenter Center for the Visual Arts, 24 Quincy Street
in Harvard Square. Admission: S3. Telephone: 495-4700.

Jerrys Kids, with guests Straw Dogs, The
Crew, Psycho, Something Strange, and
Apology, perform at 2 pm at the Channel, 25 Necco Street in downtown Boston, near South Station. Tickets: S5.50.
Telephone: 451-1905.

The Brattle Theatre continues its Monday series Film Noir with Crossfire
(1947, Edward Drnytryk) at 4:30 &8:00
and On Dangerous Ground (1952, Nicholas Ray) at 6:15 &9:40. Located at 40
Brattle Street in Harvard Square. Admission: $4.75 (good for the double bill).
Telephone: 876-6837.

Roseanne Cash performs at 7 pm and
10 pm at Nightstage, 823 Main Street,
Cambridge Tickets: $16. Telephone:
497-8200.
Bob Moses performs at 8 pm at the Emmanuel Church, 15 Newbury Street, Boston. Tickets: $5 general, S4 seniors and
students. Telephone: 739-0283.

LITERATURE
Jamaica Kincaid, author of Annie John
and At the Bottom of the River, reads
from her work as a presentation of the
MIT's Women's Studies Program and the
Writing Program, at 8 pm in Room 10250. No admission charge. Telephone:
253-8844.

FILM & VIDEO
The MIT Lecture Series Committee presents Akira Kurosawa's Kagemusba at
7:30 in Kresge. Admission: S1.50. Telephone: 225-9179.

*

·

*

rs

Ann Lauterbach reads from her work at
the Boston University College of liberal
Arts, Room 202, 725 Commonwealth
Avenue, Boston. No admission charge.
Telephone: 353-2510.

* * * CRITIC'S CHOICE * * *
The Boston Chamber Music Soiety
performs works by Durufli&Kodaly,
and Schubert at 8pmr in Sanders Theatre, Harvard University. Tickets: $15
to $17 [see also reduced-price tickets
offered through The Tech Performing
Arts Series]. Telephone: 536-6868.

The Harvard Film Archive continues its
Monday series Film Comedy with Stanley
Kubrick's Dr. Strangelove, or how I
learned to stop worrying and love the
bomb (1963) at 5:30 and 8:00. Located
at the Carpenter Center for the Visual
Arts, 24 Quincy Street in Harvard
Square. Admission: $3. Tel: 495-4700.

Paul O'Delte. lute, performs 17th century English and Italian music for lute
and archlute at 3 pm at the Museum of
Fine Arts, 465 Huntington Avenue, Boston. Tickets: 512 general, $10 MFA
members, seniors, and students. Telephone: 267-9300 ext. 306.

The Harvard-Epworth Church presents
Stanley Donen's Funny Face (1956), starring Fred Astaire and Audrey Hepburn,
at 8 pro. Located at 1555 Massachusetts
Avenue just north of Harvard Square.
Admission: S2 contribution. 'Telephone:
354-0837.

The Music of Charles Mingus, performed by New England Conservatory
Jazz Faculty and Jazz Orchestra, is presented at 8 pm in Jordan Hall, 30 Gainsborough Street, Boston. No admission
charge.

The Brattle Theatre continues its Sunday
film series Vintage Hollywood with Five
Star Finai (1931, Mervyn LeRoy) at 1:45,
4:50, & 8:00 and Two Seconds (1932,
Mervyn LeRoy) at 3:30, 6:35, & 9:45.
Located at 40 Brattle Street in Harvard
Square. Admission:$4.75 (good for the
. _
to
s
___
-_
-_]
double
bill).
Telephone:_ 11 876-6837.

The Muir String Quartet performs works
by Schubert, Britten, and Beethoven at
8 pm in the Boston University Concert
Hall, 855 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston. No admission charge. Telephone:
353-3345.

POPULAR MUSIC
George Lewis presents a program of his
own music, improvised on trombone and
Apple 2-E, at 8 pm at the Longwood
Theater, Mass.- College of Art. Tickets:
$5 to S7. Telephone: 536.1540.
Buskin &Baiteau are presented in concert at the Somerville Theatre, 55 Davis
Square in Somerville, just by the Davis
Square T-stop on the red line. Telephone: 625-1081.

The Cantata Singers & Ensemble perform works by Mendelssohn, imbrie,
Fine, and Schumann in Jordan Hall, 30
p
uh StreetBoston.ee
437-0231.

-----

·

Big Dipper, The Pixies, and Crobar perform in a record release party at T.T. the
Bear's, 10 Brookline Street, Cambridge.
Telephone: 492-0082.
Condo Pygrmies, Slaughter Shack, Johnny and the Jumper Cables, and Inside
Outburst perform in a WMBR 88.1 FM
benefit at the Rat, 528 Commonwealth
Avenue in Kenmore Square. Telephone:
536-9438.

The Bags, with Plervous Eaters, Titanics,
Slaves, and Eels, perform at the Rat, 528
Commonwealth Avenue in Kenmore
Square. Telephone: 536-9438.

Boston Musica Viva presents a program
entitled Made in Massachusetts, featuring works by Garfein, Spratlan, Rands,
and Sperry, at 8 pm at the Longy School
of Music, Garden and Pollen Streets,
Cambridge. Telephone: 876-0956.

POPULAR MUSIC

Jelhro Tull }erformns at 7:30 at the Centrum in Worcester. Tickets: $13.50 and
$15. Telephone: 492-1900 or 720-3434.

The Bolshoi pelrform at Axis, 13 Lansdowne Street, just across from the entrance to the bleachers at Fenway Park.
Telephone: 262-2437.
$

**
CRITIC'S CHOICE *
*
The Replacements perform at the Opera House, 539 Washington Street,
Boston. Tickets: $13.50 and $15.50.
Telephone: 451-1050 or 426-2786.

T S

~~~-n~~-~~~k~"~~~0

----

New England Conservatory Contemporary Ensemble performs Pasquale Tassone's Arcade and Boslon Composers
String Quartet performs Allen Anderson's String Quartet'as part of ISCMBoston's Leo Snyder Commemorative
FILM & VIDEO
Concert at 8 pm in Northeastern UniverThe MIT Lecture Series Committee presity's__Alumni Auditorium. Huntinpton
_~~~~~~~~~~~)
93sents
wo
Allen'soedy
KaRo Days at
:0
5
Avenue. Tickets: $8.50 general, $6 seniors, students, and NU faculty/staff.
and9:30in 26-1200. Admission:l
Telephone: 225-9179.
phone:
Telephone: 437-023
437-2247.
1
**
film history
history
..
Generations of
of Resstance,
Resstace, aa film
Generations
of the struggle in South Africa, is preThe 1.ongyArtists Ensemble performs
sented by One People One Struggle at
works by Haydn and Martinu at 8 pm in
11 am in the Boston Public Library,
the Edward Pickman Concert Hall,
Dudley Branch, 65 Warren Street, RoxLongy School of Music, Garden and Folbury. No admission charge. Telephone:
len Streets. Cambridge. No admission
charge. Telephone: 876-0956.
445-5499.
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~poe

CLASSICAL MUSIC

FILM
FI

VIDE
.

T
The Brattle Theatre continues its Tuesseries Independent Filmmakers
N. Dorsky,&92
What
Showcase with films by?at60
Hapnd...ro
to Keronase? at 6:00 & 9:20
and ta Reasons Why (1977), Alaya
(198687). 2andPneums (1977-83)at 8:00.
Located at 40 Brattle Street in Harvard
Square. Admission
.7 (good for the
837
8 7-87
double
bil. bill). Tlphon:
Telpoe

aday

POPUHappeed
r
George Bensoo and Earl Klugh collaboration is presented at 7:30 pm at the
WapgCener. Ticket: 720and 3.Tele
or ;-787-8000.
phone: 492-100
49-_0 o_
0
dobl

i

Classifiefd Advertising in The Tecth:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid,
with complete name, address, and
phone number. The Tech, W20483; or PO Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge, MA 02139.
Sexually Transmitted Disease
Confidential testing and treatment
of.STD's and AIDS. Also general
medical care, sports-medicine, birth
control, etc. Private office. Robert
Taylor M.D., 1755 Beacon Street,
Brookline 232-1459.

.,

Legal advice
Consultations for computer and
corporate law, real estate, negligence, family law, and civil or criminal litigation. Office convenient to
MBTA and Government Center in
Boston. Call Attornely Esther Horwich, MIT '77 at 523-1150
PART TIME JOBS
$100 or more/week. 15-25 flexible
hours in local company. Various positions. No experience necessary.
Call 9a.m.-5p.m. (617) 396-8208.
Mr. Frederico
WORK IN BRITAIN legally for up to
six months. Representatives from
BUNAC, London explain how on
Wednesday, November 18th at
7:00 pm. Details from Marianne
Ciarlo, M.I.T. Study Abroad Department, (617) 253-4735.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Well-estabiished job shop wants to
produce and market a product.
Your patent andlor ideas, plus our
productive capacity and financing
could mean profit for you. Call 617695-9404 collect.

The Tech Subscription Rates: $14
one year 3rd class mail {$26 two
years); $36 one year 1st class mail '
($67 two years); $40 one year foreign; $8 one year MIT Mail (2 years
$13). The Tech, W20-483; or PO
Box 29, MIT Brsnch, Cambridge,
MA 02139. Prepayment required.
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BChampion
Fleecewear
'A'dE

Enjoy the comforts of a
champion! Stock up
now on sweatshirts and
sweatpants and save

~~~

L weave sweatshirts andreverse
e Extra heavy-weight

~

sweatpaants in 90/10 cotton/

t

"

features full athletic cut,
ribbed neck, seamnless
shoulders, long set-in

· J

sleeves and 43/4 ribbed8 cuffs

:7;

and waistband. Sweatpant
has full athletic cut, covered
el~astic w~baistbanad with
a'
drawstring, side entry pockets
and elastic leg bottoms. Both
available in black and grey in
sizes S-XL.
Reg. $38
-SALE-30.40B-

,s ·
·~

7

A8lso available:

!

Basic-cacrewneck
B
sweatshirt$5r·P

waistband
swe~tp~ants in 50/50 cotton/
or drawstring

c

~"·f

acrylic blend. Available in';p

~

grey, navy, white' and red.

i

2-

Grey. and navy.available in

ZEy~

sizes S-X
~
\White and redrc
available in sizes S-L.
Reg. $15 ea.
SALE $12 ea.

1
~2·

(This sa.16 does not-include
Harvard insignia merch~andise)

nr-

HARVARABD AN~eD KENDALLL
STO~RES OPEN SUNDAYS'
THROUGH CHRISTMAS'd~

:

a

r-

A~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~

HARVARD SOUARE
. ambridge

IMIT COOPAT KENDA'LL

Cambridge

3

M-Saat 9:20-5:45pm,
MSundays

in

9:20-5
rSa't

Cambridge

-r

Center

'til

12-7pm

Sat
Sundays

PARK FREE IN HARVARD OR KENDALL SQ*

in

8:30

9: 15-§:45pm
November:

12-7pm

Harvard Square * I hr Church St lot or 2 hrs University Pi or Charles Sq garages.
Kendall
Sq * 2 hs M-Fri - One Memorial Drive Parking Garage or after 5pm weekdays
and all day Saturday at C:ambridge Center Garage.
*With sales recipt showin~g $5 minimum Coop purchase: validate parking ticket
at COQP Cashier's desk.
Coop C:harge, MasterCard, Visa and American Express welcome.

_
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L-obby 7 slet . p-in supports homeless

(Continued from page' 1)
plaints against MIT with the
Cambridge Rent Control Board.
At the sleep-in, the participants donated food and supplies
to Tent City while supporters circulated the phone number of
City Hall and the names of city
council members. Cavellini assured those present that their
phone calls would make a difference.
No one from MIT has been
willing to negotiate with the
homeless, according to several
protesters.
"We're not asking for anything
outrageous... just to sit down
and talk," said Stuart Gurnsey,
one of-the protesters.
Sleep-in not
approved by MIT
The sleep-in had not been approved by the Lobby 7 coordinator or by anyone else at MIT, accordinlg to Ronald W. Francis G,
one of the protesters. Francis had
"marginally" talked to the coordinator, and had been told that
no activity was allowed after 10
pm. But the protesters chose to
disregard this warning, Francis
said.
The protesters had been granted permission earlier in the week
to use the lobby from 8-10 pm
Sunday night, according to Steven M. Burke, who is responsible
for coordinating events in Lobby
7. But the organizers did not give
any indication that they planned
to stay the night, Burke said.
"I found out about it by reading it in [The Tech]," Milne said.
Had the organizers given MIT
,I

said.
MIT was unable to take do
anything to prevent the sleep-in
because of th,: short notice it received, Milne said. He could not ,
speculate on what action MIT
might have taken had it learned
of the protest earlier.

advanced notice of the sleep-in,
they probably would not have received permission, Ivilne said.
"That's not what helobby is
for," Burke said of the protest.
Lobby 7 is meant to be used for
short events - concerts, speechies
- not for sleeping overnight, he
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Protesters slept in Lobby 7 Sunday night in support of the
homeless's "Tent City" on MIT property.
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AMERICAN GRADS

ARE GOING TO GET
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FURTHER THAN OHERS

We have a
large selection
of insulated & down
vests parkas and jackets.

We also have a great assortment
f hosiery for the cold winter months\
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Air Force Officer

IWe Feature
ALarge Variety of
Army Navy Clothing
And Milita Merchandise

Training School is
an excellent start
to a chollenging

career as an Air
Force officer. We
offer great starting
pay medical
care, 30 days of
vacation with pay
each year and
management
opportunities.
Contact your Air
Force recruiter
today. Cali

CENTRAL
WAR SURPLUS

MASS
ARMY NAVY

433 Mass. Ave.
Central Sq.
Cambridge

895 Boylston St.
Boston
(across from Pru')
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Grraduate School of Education & Human Development

I

I

NEED TO
DOCTORYOUR
MCAT SCORE?

University of Rochester
---.

. ,.................
0Sg6.......
.
g0.

Ifyour MCAT score needs a
shot in the arm, come to the
experts in test preparation-

Stanley H. Kaplan.
Our test-taking techniques
and educational review will
help you be in top condition
test day. Wel not only sharpen
your scientific knowledge, but
your readirg problem-sohrvin
and essay-writing skills too.
Summercourses aerergstering now. So call the best in

A variety of graduate program s are offered at the

Masters and Doctoral Level

i

Certification programs are also offered

F "inancialAid and Scholarships Available

test prep-Kaplan. Andget'an
MCAT score tot you deserve.

STKIIY IH.

nearest outlet call 720-3450. To
Meddle School Auditorium
charge tickets call Teletron 1-800Wednesday. November 18th at 8'00 382-8080 or 617-720-3434. Watch
Fox-25, listen to WBCN and wvisit Ski
BEVERLYMarket to register to win ski vacaHigh School Auditorium
tions to Austria. Steamboat Springs
Thursday, November 19th at 8wo00
and Crested Butte.
BOSTOtNWORCESTERBerklee Performance Center
Centrum
Friday. November 20th at 8:0[
Sunday, November 22nd at 12:00
Saturday November 21st at 3::00
and8:00
and 8:00
$7 50 tickets avalable at all TIC-KEo $750 tickets available at all TICKETTRONlocatlons For mnformaticon and MASTER locations. To charge tickets
- r LLEtLT!--

IRMI

ION'T COMPETEWITH
A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE
Early bird classes formiog
now - Get the Kaplan edge,
on your April exam.
Boston *
'
Cambridge'
Newton Centre

i

SkiN

26TEST,.|
868-TEST I
964-TEST ]

Y for more information Consult your Career Placement Officei
or Torite or call (collect)
Office of Academic Services
Graduate School of Education and Human Development
304 Lattimore Halle
University of Rochester, Rochester NY 14627?
:

275 3950

-i716
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' call 617-787-8000·
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Students win architecture
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1)
commercial space to support the
cooperative, according to the
competition narrative.
MIT's winning team handled
the private versus communal aspect of the design problem exceptionally well, said Polly Welch, a
competition judge. ""Designing
three separate buildings and connecting them with common space
on the first floor," was an excellent way to solve the design problem. And the fact that the plan
included a separate apartment on
each floor gave the prospective
families plenty of privacy, she
added.
Other contestants submitted
plans with one central communal
building surrounded by separate
smaller apartment buildings.
These separate housing unit designs did not allow for easy comPhoto courtesy Pablo Luna
munication between with dwellLuna
G
Daniel
(center) and Neal J.
J.
ilenn
G
(left),
Pablo
ers, according to Welch.
member
team which won a
Mangold
G
are
part
of
a
four
"We broke up the scale of
regional
architecture
to
develop
contest
housing for the
what was a very large project to
homeless.
house twelve families and children and divided it into three distinct triple-decker houses connected only on the first floors,"
Glenn said.
World-Wide Telex and Fax Sending/Receiving
"We tried to make our site as
Monday-Friday, 9 to 5. Ma-8or Credit cards accepted.
acceptable to the community as
Call 871-1954 from 9 to 5.
possible . . . we tried to blend it
r row
- .
_|_
, _,
_
_ _J
,
,,_~~~~
into the existing style of tripledecker row houses in that
11 - - - --neighborhood," Mongold said.
Often, community residents view
public housing as "intrusive" and
are against development. In particular, an institutional shelter for
homeless women may threaten
community
residents,
he
explained.
The winning design will not actually be built, because the competition site is not available for
construction at this time. Neveri
theless, the MIIT team provided- a I
"lot of good ideas" for transitional housing, Welsh said.
The students' design will be exhibited at the American Institute
of Architects Forum national
convention in Boston over
Top Quality Remnants and Room-Size
Thanksgiving, according to
Welch. The design will be exhibitRugs at Low, Low Prices
ed at the AlA~s headquarters in
Washington, DC and will be pubWide Selection O Convenient Location
lished by the AIA in a compilation of the award winners from
across the country.
Cambridge Rug Co.
(Continued from page
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O Thesis and Student Papers
0- Typed and edited on IBM/PC
0 Overnight turnaround for most projects
&asonable Rates 0 Accessible by MBTA

ASSURED DOCUM)iENTS
418 Washington St., Brighton, MA - Rm 215

782-9603
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BOO K FA I R

DESTINATIONS
LONDON
PARIS
FRANKFURT
ROME/MILAN
VIENNA
ZURIC!N(ENEA

FRIDAY (PREVIEW)
SATURD)AY
,
SUNDAY

F~I-·e

FRIDAY (GOOD FQR 3 DAYS)
SATURDAY
SUNDAY

From
New York

I.

From
Chicago
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F~inter Rates

$7.50*
$4.oo*
$4.00*

Tech

RT
$370
412
440
476
490
_ 450
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Fares to

SCAi~'~:;~DNDINAVIA
n Schkeduled Arlinaesf

ADMIlSSION_

AFTER NOVEMBER 17, CALL (617)-451-1289

OW
$185
206
220
238
245
L225

Smecial Studient and Youatb

5:00 pm. 9:00 pm
NOON - 8:00 pm
NOON - 5:00 pm

THE BOSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY
INFORMA71ON
MOOPREVENTS, INCORPORATED
400 N. MICHIGAN AVENUE
CHICAGiO, ILLINOIS 6061 11
(3123 644-5997

eduled Arlinesl

Add S35 in each direction for Boston, Washington, ID.C Pittsburgh
and Chicago departures: Add $65 in each direction for Cleveland,
Raleigh-Durham and Charlotte departurs. Other addson fares are
available. Weekend sunrharges may apply.

BOSTON
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THE PARK PLAZA CASTLE
ARLINGTON STREET & COLUMBUS AVENUE
(ARLINGTON STREET ENTRANCE)

by

-- --

Sundays 9-12-5
MIT Chapel

LOCATION

donated

I

Mass

DATES
'FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 22'

space

You!

Special Student and South Fares to
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He may not look like everybody's idea of a cancer specialist.
But there's strong evidence
that your greengrocer has
access to cancer protection you
won't find in any dbctor's off ice.
Fruits andvegetables (anPd
whole grain cereals such as,
oatmeal, bran and wheat) may
help lower the risk of colorectal
cancer
In short, make sure-vou do
what your mother always told
you to do. Eat your vegetables.
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1157 Cambridge St.
Inman Square Area
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9' x 12' Rugs
Starting at-$79.95

FOR THIE MBIST
DEFENSE AlGAINST
~ANCIINCE SEE YOUR
CANCER.MONC
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PROFESSIONAL WORDPROCESSING
10 % Student Discount
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lt's backwards! Hackers reversed everything movable
in Lobby 7 this weekend, including such details as the
coffee shop sign and drop posters.
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ISome fare reaftitons may app*
IApplications available for FEeaml Youth Pass
and Inatenational Student l. D Crd.
IBook now fsor your hoiday/interession travel.
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WORLD TRAVEL
vruing the Studenoq~tth Marketfor more than 17 yeas!

17 E. 45th St, Ne-w Youk, NY
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Rifle team triumphs
over Yale and Cornell
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Seven women

named all-stars
The MIT women's volleyvall
team won the first New England
Nomen's 8 volleyball tournmanent a week ago defeating Smith
College 3-0 in the final match.
Athena Cozakos '89 was chosen
the tournament MVP, and Julie
Brown '88 was named a NEW 8
All-Star.

MIT also placed several other
athletes on various NEW 8 Fall
All-Star teams. Barbara Remmers
'88 and Anne McVeign '88 were
each selected to the league cross
country team.' Dheera Ananthakrishnan was named to the NEW 8
tennis team. The field hockey
team was represented on the allleague team by Stacy Mann '88.
Jeri Ann Ikeda G was an allleague selection for the second
time in soccer.
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Orienteering
places second

Football finishes
with 36-10 ,win
Two MIT football records became shared or broken last week

Fencers domrinate
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Have you ever wondered what goes into the

production of an issue of The Tech?
You can gain valuable experience while working
in any of our several departments. It's not
necessary that you've been on the staff of a
newspaper before. The time commitment is
very flexible; you can spend as'much or as
little timne as you want.
And Sunday night pizza, impromptu Chinese food
runs, cola tastings, games with our "Wild
Turkeys" softball team, and staff parties
guarantee that your time here won't be all
work.
.0

t graphic design

news

sports
photography
- 1 arts

O production.
13 advertising
C1 business

Drop by our office on the fourth floor of the Student Center
(room 483) any Sunday, Monday,
Wednesday, or Thursday night.
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No experience necessary.
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MIT fencers dominated the
New England Intercollegiate
Fencing Conference Founders
Day Open held Nov. 8 at MIT.
Joe Harrington '88 won the Vitale Epee event with three other
MIT fencers finishing fourth'
through sixth. Jae Sang '88 took
first place in the Williams Sabre
competition. Mike Ni '90 placed
fourth.
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After the bidding on each hand,
points were awarded to one pair
if they reached one of a number
of correct contracts. One player
was then instructed to play a particular contract, regardless of the
actual bidding, at the table. Further points might be gained for
correct play of the hand, or for
making good defensive plays.
The complete results from the
Atlantic Conference were: Harvard 321, RMIT 300, New York
University 289, Yale 248, Brown
237, and Rensselaer 235.
In odd-numbered years, the
tournament is used to select a
team to represent the ACBL at
the World Junior Team Championship. In July, a team from New
York University placed third at
the World Juniors in Amsterdam.
Until Amsterdam, the ACBL had
not been represented for a number of years. There will not be a
Junior Team Championship in
1988.

in a season ending 36-10 win over
Stonehill College. Running back
Shane LaHouse '90 ran for 219
yards in 31 carries to break the
previous record of 204 yards set
by Chris Adams '87 last season.
Fullback Hugh Ekberg '88 became tied for the career scoring
lead with Adams on a 1 yard run.
Both Ekberg and Adams scored
18 touchdowns in their career.

The MIT Orienteering Club
placed second .in the New England championships last week.
Grant A. Murray '91, Keith
Cumner, and Bent Bakken G finished behind the New England
Orienteering Club.
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Twenty-nine schools took part
in the-competition, according to
Matt Guagliardo of the American
Contract Bridge League in Memphis, TN. This represented an increase in participation from 22
last year, which was the first year
the tournament had been contested since the 1970s.
To be eligible, players must be
full-time university students.
North-south and east-west pairs
competed separately in the 20hand contest, and the top pairs
were combined to form the official school team.
Daniel S. Nussbaum G and
Jacques L. Duranceau Jr.'G were
the top-scoring north-south pair
at MIT, with 157 points. Among
east-west pairs, David Rho '89
and Bo-Yin Yang G were the top
scoring students.
The tournament was an unusual "par-bidding" competition, in
which players at each competing
school played the same 20 hands.

By Juliarn West
An MIT foursome has qualified as the wildcard entry in the
North American Collegiate
Bridge 'Championship, and will
meet five other teams, all conference champions, at the Spring
Nationals in Buffalo, NY.
Although the MIT team had
the second highest score in the
tournament, with 300 points out
of a possible 400, they only managed to place second in Cambridge, 21 points behind Harvard
University. Harvard thus became
the Atlantic Conference champion.
The other conference winners
were the University of Texas at
Austin (Central Conference, 299
points), Swarthmore College
(Southern, 257), the University of
Illinois (Great Lakes, 274), and
the University of New Mexico
(Western, 246). MIT qualified as
the highest-scoring 'team which
did not win their conference.

By Gail Benson
In its first match of the season, the MIT rifle team defeated
Cornell and Yale with shooters achieving new highs. The final
four-man team scores were 4380 for MIT, 4150 for Cornell, and
3225 for Yale. MIT also triumphed in air rifle with 1460 aggregate over Cornell's 1354.
Team captain Eugene N. Opsasnick '88 led the MIT four with
a 1121, finishing the course with a kneeling high of 98/100.
Anna C. Trujillo '88 shot a 1095 with a strong prone performance. Terry Wong '88 and Chandra A. Bendix '90 finalized the
victory with a 1073 and a 1091 respectively.
This was also the first opportunity for new shooters to compete. Ann M. Perry '91, Sei-Young Sohn '91, and Curtis S.
Chen '87 performed well in their first ever full course - forty
shots in prone, standing, and kneeling - lasting four hours.
This strong start to the collegiate season follows a successful
summer during which Bendix, Opsasnick, Mark E. Monene '87,
and Clifford J. Eskey '85 won the sharpshooter team match at
the National Championships in Camp Perry, Ohio. Opsasnick
also earned bronze and silver medals in smallbore and air at the
Bay State Games, while Monene took silver in prone.
(Editor's note: Gail E Benson '90 is a member of the MIT
rifle team.)
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